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Before The Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission

Application of Frank P. Murray

Before the Commission is the application of Frank P. Murray for an Historic Area
Work Permit (HAWP) for new construction at 3925 Prospect Street, (Lot 13, Block 11),
Kensington Park Subdivision, Kensington, Maryland.

PROCEDURE

Prior to the Commission's review of the application, the Kensington Local Advisory
Committee (LAC) reviewed the application on May 1, 1989. In response to the LAC's
comments, the applicant made revisions to his original plans. The Historic Preservation
Commission received the application in May 1989, and a public hearing was held on June
15, 1989.. Two additional hearings were necessary (July 6, 1989 and July 21, 1989) so that
the applicant and the opposition could present their cases. The application was considered
jointly with another application for an Historic Area Work Permit filed by Mr. Murray for
new construction at 3929 Prospect Street (Lot 15). The applicant appeared, represented by
counsel, and presented several witnesses and many exhibits for the Commission's
consideration. A number of Kensington residents appeared in opposition to the
application. One opponent, Helen Wilkes of 3923 Prospect Street (Lot 12), Kensington
was represented by counsel. At the conclusion of this final hearing (July 21, 1989), the
record was closed. All parties agreed that the Commission would issue its decision at its
next scheduled meeting on August 17, 1989. Havin$ heard and considered all of the
testimony and exhibits found in the record, it is the decision of the Commission to deny the
application by Frank P. Murray for an Historic Area Work Permit for new construction at
3925 Prospect Street, pursuant to Section 24A-8(a) of the Montgomery County Code
(1984), as amended.

BACKGROUND

It is the purpose of Chapter 24A of the Montgomery County Code, "Preservation of
Historic Resources," to provide for the identification, designation, and regulation, for
purposes of protection, preservation, and continued use and enhancement of those sites,
structures with their appurtenances and environmental settings, and districts of historical,
archeological, architectural, or cultural value in that portion of Montgomery County within
the Maryland-Washington Regional District. Its further purpose is to preserve and
enhance the quality of life in the County, safeguard the historical and cultural heritage of
the County, strengthen the local economy, stabilize and improve property values in and
around historic area, foster civic beauty, and to preserve such sites, structures, and districts
for the education, welfare, and continued utilization and pleasure of the citizens of the
County, the State of Maryland and the United'States of America.

The following terms are defined in Section 24A-2 of the Code:

Historic district: A group of historic
resources which are significant as a cohesive unit
and contribute to the historical, architectural,
archeological or cultural values within the
Maryland-Washington Regional District and
which has been so designated in the Master Plan
for Historic Preservation.
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Historic resource: A district, site, building,
structure or object, including its appurtenances
and environmental setting, which is significant in
national, state or local history, architecture,
archaeology or culture.

Appurtenances and environmental setting: The
entire parcel, as of the date on which the historic
resource is designated on the master plan, and
structures thereon, on which is located an historic
resource, unless reduced by the commission, and
to which it relates physically and/or visually.
Appurtenances and environmental settings shall
include, but not be limited to, walkways and
driveways (whether paved or not), vegetation
(including trees, gardens, lawns), rocks, pasture,
cropland and waterways.

On July 7, 1986, the Montgomery County Council, sitting as the District Council,
approved a resolution designating the Kensington Historic District (#31/6), as an
amendment to the Master Plan for Historic Preservation. The amendment was adopted by
the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission (M-NCPPC), effective July
8, 1986.

It is the responsibility of the Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission
to preserve designated historic districts and historic sites in the county by means provided
in the Historic Preservation Ordinance. One of the primary methods of fulfilling this
responsibility is through the historic area work permit process.

U
It is the responsibility of an applicant for an historic area work permit to provide

"information sufficient to support the application and the burden of persuasion on all
questions of fact which are to be determined by the Commission." [Sec.24A-7(Q)(1)] The
plan submitted must meet at least one of the criteria set forth in Section 24A-8(;I.

The Kensington Master Plan Amendments states:

According to [Section III of the Commission's
Guidelines for Historic District,] a Historic
District as identified, and if approved for inclusion
in the County's Master Plan for Historic
Preservation, shall consist of the entire area
represented by all of the historic resources with
their appurtenances and environmental setting.
Non-historic properties within the boundaries of
the Historic District are also subject to regulation,
as they are considered appurtenances and part of
the environmental setting of the historic resources
of the District.

In regard to the properties identified as secondary
resources -- that is visually contributing but non-
historic structures or vacant land within the
Kensington District -- the Ordinance requires the
Preservation Commission to be lenient in its



judgment of plans for contemporary structures or
for plans involving new construction unless such
plans would seriously impair the historic or
architectural value of surrounding resources or
impair the character of the District. (Emphasis in
original)

EVIDENCE

The Kensington Master Plan Amendment states that four of the five properties on
the north side of Prospect Street are designated as primary resources: 3927, 3923, 3915 and
3911. Thus, the north side of Prospect Street is a primary resource area within the district.

The following exhibits and testimony were presented at the hearings:

Mr. Murray testified that he is the owner of a small business (Murray & Sons) and
has been building houses for 39 years. He said that he is not a "developer." Rather, he
buys lots (usually infill), builds on them and then sells them. He built two houses in each of
the following years: 1988, 1987, and 1986. In 1985, he built eight houses. He bought the
property at 3927 Prospect Street with the purpose of developing the side yards (lots 13 and
15). Before he purchased the property, Mr. Murray stated that he contacted an official at
M-NCPPC, and determined that it was composed of properly subdivided, buildable lots.
On questioning, Mr. Murray replied that he had no experience as a builder in historic
districts, that he was unfamiliar with historic district regulations, and he had no information
or understanding of any limitations in that regard. Later, Ms. Molly Murray, the applicant's
daughter, testified, however, that her father was aware of building limitations in historic
district. She stated that when the Kensington property was purchased, she informed her
father that it was in the historic district and that certain guidelines had to be followed.

Mr. Murray testified that he entered into a contract to sell the house on Lot 14, with
settlement expected in mid-August. He refused to reveal his cost for the entire property
Lots 13, 14, and 15), or the price for which the house was being sold. (In his opening
statement, Mr. Chen, the applicant's attorney, indicated that Mr. Murray had out-of-pocket
expenses of $800,000 for the property and that he was losing $6,600 a month, although he
did not state specifically what these costs were.)

Mr. Murray testified that a Samuel Sipe, who lives on Western Avenue made him an
offer for the house and its side yard (Lots 14 and 13). According to Mr. Murray,-Mr. Sipe
offered to "trade" his (Mr. Sipe's) house on Western Avenue for Lots 13 and 14. Mr.
Murray rejected the offer because of the traffic congestion of Western Avenue and because
Mr. Sipe's lot on Western Avenue was not subdivided. Mr. Murray indicated that there
was one other offer for Lot 13. According to Mr. Murray, a real estate agent approached
Mr. Murray and told him that some neighbors might give him $100,000 for Lot 13.
According to testimony, Mr. Murray stated he made a counter offer of $200,000 which was
rejected by the "neighbors."

Michael Patterson, the applicant's architect, testified that the proposal for Lot 13
(3925 Prospect Street) was designed in the simple "Victorian vernacular" mode, blending
well with the adjacent existing historic homes. He explained that it was not his intention to
design a "straight copy" of other structures in the district or neighborhood, but rather, to
provide compatible designs within the confines of setback and other zoning restrictions.
He added that he felt that the width, depth, and scale of the proposed structure was
compatible with the existing surrounding structures. He stressed that the plans before the
Commission were the product of three revisions, and that he had responded to the LAC's
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concerns by "pulling in" the structure as much as possible without resulting in an
uninhabitable house. In addition, Mr. Patterson stated that he did not believe that Lot 13
was a historic resource according to the definition in Section 24A-2 of the Code.

Ms. Shelly Rentsch, a landscape architect retained by the applicant, testified that the
proposed construction for Lots 13 and 15 (situated on the north side of Prospect Street)
would help to balance the streetscape in that the structures on the south side of Prospect
Street were more closely spaced than on the north side of the street. She defined
streetscape as the street views created by the interrelationship of structures, appurtenances,
and environmental setting. She added that, very often, infill construction is a very useful
tool in completing the streetscape. She also stated that in her opinion none of the existing
vegetation on Lot 13 was particularly significant or rare. She added that the boxwoods
situated on the lot would be moved to Lot 15 in order to preserve them. In summary, she
stated that she did not feel that the proposal would impair the historic district in any way,
but that it, along with the proposed construction on Lot 15, would reinforce the harmony of
the streetscape.

An arborist, Mr. John Nohly, also testified on behalf of the applicant. He stated
that the most substantial tree on Lot 13, a triple trunk Hemlock (34" caliper), was proposed
to be removed, but that it was not a particularly outstanding specimen, and had suffered
limb loss and insect damage. He further testified that the proposed construction would
result in the loss of many other trees on the lot. However, he indicated that none of the
trees were good specimens.

The applicant's daughter, Ms. Molly Murray, testified that she had been a realtor for
three and one-half years and had worked for her father for the past six years. She stated
that if the Commission denied the applications for Lots 13 and 15, they would "lose money,"
even if they sold Lot 14. She indicated that she thought the fair market value of Lots 13
and 15 was $200,000 each. In support of this opinion, she produced a letter from an R.A.
McClelland, a real estate broker (Exhibit N(b)). However, on cross-examination, Ms.
Murray admitted that Mr. McClelland's letter was not an appraisal and that he did not use
any established appraisal methods in arriving at his determination of the fair market value
of either Lot 13 or 15. Upon further examination, Ms. Murray stated that Murray and Sons
had paid $720,000 for the property at 3927 Prospect Street (Lots 13, 14, 15).

The applicant presented many exhibits (A through GG), consisting of various
photoboards, maps, designs, and plans, all in support of both applications. Among the
exhibits was an excerpt from the testimony of Paul V. Flaherty, Jr. during the hearing on his
application for an historic area work permit for new construction at 10232 Carroll Place
(Lot 17, Block 2), Kensington Park Subdivision, Kensington, Maryland (Exhibit 1). Mr.
Flaherty testified that, in his opinion, the fair market value of Lot 17 (and another nearby
lot) was between $175,000 and $200,000. The hearing was held December 15, 1988.

Helen Wilkes, an adjoiningproperty owner (3923 Prospect Street), testified as a
professional architect (Exhibit 13. She presented a series of exhibits which served to
quantitatively analyze the proposals for both Lot 13 and 15 in relation to the existing
development patterns in the immediate area, a hitherto unchanged part of the Kensington
Historic District (exhibits 17A-E). This analysis, she stated, showed that the proposed
construction would result in much narrower spacing between houses than that found
elsewhere on Prospect Street where the average distances between houses on the north and
south sides are 73.1 and 43.4 feet, respectively. It also demonstrated that the footprint of
the structure proposed for Lot 13 was larger than the footprint of the adjoining primary
resources where the average property coverage observed on the north and south sides of
Prospect street is currently 8.7 and 8.5 percent, respectively. Ms. Wilkes also pointed out +
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that the proposed structure for Lot 13 was higher than the primary resource at 3923
Prospect Street and that the proposed structure would dominate the streetscape as a result.
She also indicated that the massing of the proposed structure was inappropriate in that it
was rectangular and block-like, quite unlike the more unevenly massed structures found
elsewhere in the neighborhood. In summary, the witness testified that the proposed
structure was larger than others on the street. She testified that, consequently, the
proposed construction would change the overall character along the north side of Prospect
Street. She submitted copies of period photographs of the Harry Armstrong property (3927
Prospect) documenting that Lots 13 and 15 historically were the side yard gardens for the
house at 3927 Prospect Street, and as such were the environmental setting component of
the historic resource(s) identified on the Plan in this part of the district.

Don Little, an architect and a member of the Kensington LAC, testified that the
applicant was actually proposing infill construction designed for an urban setting (with a
high degree of uniformity and lot boundary definition), when in fact the intention always
was for Kensington to be a suburban, park-like setting with an emphasis on green space.
He testified that the proposed fence was inappropriate in that it contributed to such
"definition." He added that Kensington was envisioned as an escape from the urban
environment and that the emphasis, in developing the area, always had been as much on
the natural environment as on the built environment.

Among the exhibits presented by Ms. Wilkes was the deed for the Lots, 13, 14 and
15 to the applicant and his wife for $720,000 (Exhibit 1). Also an affidavit from Samuel M.
Sipe, Jr., was presented (Exhibit 2). It differs from Mr. Murray's testimony regarding Mr.
Sipe's offer to purchase Lots 13 and 14. The affidavit states that the house on Lot 14 was
being offered by the applicant for $545,000. (Exhibit 3 is a copy of an advertisement for the
house for $545,000 listing Molly Murray as the realtor.) According to the affidavit, the
Sipes made an offer of $635,000 to purchase the house and Lot 13 as a side yard. The
written offer to purchase Lots 13 and 14 was made on February 11, 1989. According to the
affidavit, Mr. Murray responded the following day with a counter offer of $745,000.
According to the affidavit Mr. Murray stated that he had a separate offer from builders for
Lot 13 (the side yard) for approximately $200,000. The Sipes rejected the counter offer.

Exhibit 4, presented by the opposition, is a letter from Ms. Karen Maury, a real
estate broker. The letter states that within the last year, there have been two transfers of
lots in the Kensington Historic District - one for $105,000 and the other for $80,000. Ms.
Wilkes also provided the Commission with a copy of the deed (Exhibit 5) and plat (Exhibit
6) relating to the $105,000 transfer. Finally, Exhibits 7 and 8 are the deeds for the two lots
involved in the Flaherty hearing (both sold for $70,000).

Other witnesses appeared for the opposition presenting both written and verbal
testimony. Among the witnesses were representatives of the Town of Kensington, the
Kensington Historical Society, the Maryland Historical Trust, and several neighborhood
residents, including John O'Neill, an attorney who lives at 3915 Prospect Street. Their
testimony was in opposition to the proposals on Lot 13 and Lot 15.

MOTION TO RECUSE

At the start of the third and final hearing, the applicant moved to have
-- Commissioner Wagner recuse herself from any further participation in the hearing or

decision of the instant application. As ground for the motion, the applicant noted that
Commissioner Wagner lives within the Kensington Historic District. The applicant also
felt that the questions Commissioner Wagner asked revealed that she had pre-fudged the
application.



The motion is denied. First, the mere fact that a Commissioner lives in or near an
area which is the subject of Commission review is, without more, an insufficient basis upon
which to base a recusal. In this regard, the Commission notes that Commissioner Wagner
has previously obtained the opinion of the Chairman of the Montgomery County Ethics
Commission expressing the same view (copy attached). Second, Commissioner Wagner's
questions were simply the result of her active participation in the hearings. Some
Commissioners are more vocal than others. Commissioner Wagner's questions were
prompted by curiosity, not pre-judgment.

FINDINGS

The Kensington Master Plan Amendment details the findings of historical and
architectural significance that resulted in the placement of the historic district on the
Master Plan.

The town of Kensington began as a small
crossroads settlement along the Bladensburg
Turnpike, an early market road between the
County's major north/south route, Old
Georgetown Road, and the port of Bladensburg
on the Anacostia River in Prince George's
County. When the B&O Railroad was built in
1873, the crossroads settlement became known as
Knowles Station, named after the major land
holding family in the area.

By 1890, Knowles Station had developed into a
village of several hundred peofle, most of whom
were living north of the railroad. In that year,
Washington financier, Brainard H. Warner,
purchased and subdivided property to the south
and southwest of the railroad, naming the area
Kensington Park after the famous London suburb.
The subdivision was designed in the Victorian
manner with ample sized lots and a curvilinear
street pattern.

Warner established his own summer residence
and invited his friends to join him in this lark-like
sett away from the heat and congestion of
Washington. It is this concentration. of Victorian
period, residential structures located in the center
of the town which constitutes the core of the
historic district.

The district is architecturally significant as a
collection of late 19th and early 20th century
houses exhibiting a variety of architectural styles
popular during the Victorian period including
Queen Anne, Shingle, Eastlake and Colonial
Revival. The houses share a uniformity of scale,
set backs and construction materials that
contribute to the cohesiveness of the district's
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streetscaoes. This uniformity. coui)led with the
dominant design inherent in Warner's original
Flan of subdivision, conveys a strong sense of both
time and glace. that of a Victorian Qarden
suburb.(Emphasis Added.)

The proposals will effect all the historic resources located on the north side of
Prospect Street, four of which are indicated as primary resources in the historic district,
according to the Master Plan. Primary historic resources are those properties which
contribute to the historicity of the district and which possess architectural and/or historical
significance. The extant structures in this area, 3927 and 3923 Prospect Street were both
constructed circa 1904 in the Victorian manner by the Armstrong brothers, Harry and
Hugh. The houses exhibit typical features of the Queen Anne architectural substyle,
including ample front porches, steeply-pitched roofs, and asymmetrically-arranged gables.
The Harry Armstrong resource at 3927 Prospect is further distinguished by an unusual twin
gable at the attic level. They are situated in an area which has survived as one of the most
intact and unaltered streetscapes in the Kensington Historic District. With few intrusions,
the north side of Prospect Street can be characterized as a "Victorian garden setting," with
mature picturesque trees,gracious, informal yards, and large well-spaced residences
constructed near the turn of the century. It is this Victorian garden setting that earned
Kensington its placement on the Master Plan for Historic Preservation, as well as the
United States Department of the Interior, National Park Service National Register of
Historic Places.

The Commission finds that the structure proposed for Lot 13 would seriously impair
the extant streetscape along the north side of Prospect Street. As shown in Exhibit L, there
are presently only five structures located on the north side of Prospect Street, four of which
are historic. Each sits within a large tree-covered property. The existing streetscape
alternates rhythmically between residential structures amid these spacious yards. TMis
existing rhythm on Prospect Street (particularly on the north side) would be significantly
altered and virtually destroyed with the introduction of the proposed structure on Lot 13.
Also, the views of the existing historic structures and their "gardens" would be partially
obscured. They would no longer appear as focal objects in a garden-like setting, but rather
as members in a row of urban-like residences.

The Commission finds that the proposed structure for Lot 13 is overscaled for the
historic district in general and the existing streetscape of Prospect Street in particular. If
built as proposed, its height and square footage would make it, not only much larger than
the adjoining houses at 3923 (Lot 12) and 3927 (Lot 14) Prospect Street, but also much
larger than other houses in the vicinity. Its height and square footage are not compatible
with and would substantially alter the character and nature of this section of the historic
district. As a result, the characteristic uniformity and cohesiveness of the streetscape noted
in the Master Plan would be seriously impaired.

The coverage of the proposed house on its site, which has historically served as the
open space, and environmental setting for the house at 3927 Prospect Street which is an
identified historic resource, is such that the resulting relationship of house to "yard" would
be significantly different from the existing relationship of houses to "yards" in this area of
the historic district and is therefore incompatible with the character of the district.

The placement of the house on the site, which is an identified historic resource,
disrupts the existing rhythm of house to yard on this streetscape and is therefore
inappropriate to and incompatible with the character and nature of this section of the
historic district. The width of the proposed house and its placement with respect to the



front property line is such that it would create a new rhythm of houses to yards, significantly
altering the traditional relationship that still exists in this part of the historic district. In
effect, the proposal would create a pronounced building "wall" along the street, thereby
creating an urban setting incompatible with the historical Victorian garden setting of the
district and the character of the district.

Withoutquestion, the proposed construction would also directly impact the natural
environment. The Commission finds that the proposed construction would destroy a
majority of the mature vegetation on Lot 13, dramatically altering the existing sylvan
setting of the existin& historic resources in this part of the district. As Mr. Nohly pointed
out, the few remaining trees on Lot 13 could be irreparably damaged by construction
equipment or excavation. These trees and other vegetation are important components of
the "Victorian garden" setting which was referenced in the Master Plan. The Commission
finds that the proposal would substantially alter the garden-like environmental settings of
the adjoining properties, 3923 and 3927 Prospect Street, which are identified primary
resources in the District and, therefore, is inconsistent with the purpose of the ordinance.

Finally, the Commission finds the location of the proposed driveway is inappropriate
to and would impair the environmental setting of 3927 Prospect Street, an identified
primary resource in the historic district, by removing mature vegetation and a portion of
the existing side yard.

The applicant has suggested, though not directly argued, that if his application is not
favorably acted upon, he will be derived of reasonable use of the property or suffer undue
hardship under Section 24A-8(b)(5S. This argument must be rejected. The applicant has
failed to prove that the denial of this single proposal will result in a "taking" of his property
under the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution.

Fira, the Commission notes that applicant bears the burden of proof on this and all
other questions of fact, Section 24A-7(g)(l). Second, the Commission's decision does not
deny the applicant all reasonable use of the property. We have simply determined that this
particular proposal is incompatible in character and nature with the surrounding resources
and the historic district and would seriously impair the architectural value of the
surrounding resources, as well as the character of the historic district as a whole. The
applicant is free to return to the Commission to discuss possible alternatives for the
development of this lot, Section 24A-6(d).

Finally, the applicant has not provided any evidence that the denial of this
application will cause him to suffer undue economic hardship. The applicant's attorney
stated that Mr. Murray was losing $6,600 a month, but this figure has been neither
explained nor documented. The applicant asserts that Lot 13 and Lot 15 are each worth
$200,000. The applicant further states that "[t]he cost of lots 13 and 15 dictate that a
certain level and quality of house be built on them." (Exhibit N(9a)). In support of the
$200,000 figure, the applicant has produced a letter from a real estate broker. (Exhibit
N(b)). The letter, however, was not the result of an appraisal conducted in accordance
with traditionally accepted appraisal techniques but, rather, merely represents the letter
writer's "feeling" as to the fair market value of Lots 13 and 15. The applicant also
presented the testimony of Paul V. Flaherty, Jr., a past Historic Area Work Permit
applicant. It is difficult to see how Mr. Flaherty's testimony provides any sort of reliable
indicator of the price of land in Kensington. Moreover, Mr. Flaherty's.estimate of $175,000
to $200,000 each for his two lots (15; and 17) is certainly called into question in light of the
evidence that he bought each lot for only $70,000 (Exhibits 7 and 8). Also, there is
evidence in the record that during the last year lots in the Kensington Park Subdivision
transferred for substantially less than $200,000 (Exhibit 4). 

/
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Regardless of the true value of the lots, no evidence has been presented to show
that if the instant proposals are not approved, the applicant will suffer undue economic
hardship. The Commission has been provided with nothing more than bold assertions that
the applicant will "lose money" if the application is rejected. The Commission finds that
the applicant has not met his burden of proof or persuasion on this issue.

Based on these facts and findings, and having heard and carefully considered all of
the testimony and exhibits and having inspected the property in question and the ways in
which it relates to its environmental setting and to the historic district, it is the decision of
the Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission that the application by Frank
P. Murray for an Historic Area Work Permit for new construction at 3925 Prospect Street
(Lot 13, Block 11), Kensington Park Subdivision, is denied and the Department of
Environmental Protection is instructed to withhold the permits.

If any party is aggrieved by the decision of the Commission, pursuant to Section
24A-7(h) of the Montgomery County Code, an appeal may be filed with the Circuit Court
for Montgomery County, Maryland in the manner prescribed under Chapter 1100, Subtitle
B of the Maryland Rules of Procedure.

n
Montgomery County Preservation Commission

c
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M E M O R A N D U M

August 7, 1989

TO: All Commissioners
Historic Preservation Commission

FROM: Edward B. 
Lattner~2Assistant County Attorne

RE: Frank Murray HAWPs; Attorney/Client Confidentiality

Based on the "straw poll" conducted by Jared Cooper and
Alison Vawter, I understand that a majority of the Commissioners
are of the mind to deny both applications in the Frank Murray
case. However, with regard to Lot 13, it appears that a
majority of the Commissioners feel that any proposal to build a
single-family home would be denied as inconsistent,
inappropriate, and detrimental to the preservation of the
Kensington Historic District. If, in fact, this is the view of
a majority of the Commissioners, I would advise you not to make
such a decision.

Those of you who were present at the executive session
held in the wake of the Montgomery County Circuit Court's remand
in the Avery-Flaherty case had the opportunity to hear from
Kathy Hart, the team leader for the land use team in this
office, regarding "takings." Where was a great deal of
discussion regarding the Commission's ability to deny an
applicant the right to build a single-family home on a buildable
lot. In Avery-Flaher:~Y, the Commission decided that while the
two proposals were not acceptable, the Commission would
entertain other proposals for construction on the two lots in
Kensington. Thus, the Commission was not faced with a denial of
the right to build. However, in the Frank Murry case, it
appears that the Commission's decision will force it to face
that issue.

Both Kathy Hart and I seriously question the
Commission's ability to outright deny a landowner's right to
build on what is an otherwise buildable subdivided lot, even if
the Commission feels that its action is necessary in order to
preserve the integrity of the historic district. Assuming that
the Commission does possess this ability, its action would very
likely constitute a taking for which just compensation would be
required. Even if it could be shown that the landowner was
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All Commissioners
August 7, 1989
Page 2

presented with an offer for the lot (an offer which would not
frustrate his reasonable distinct investment-backed
expectations), we have found little support for the proposition
that the mere sale of land is a reasonable use of land.

Notwithstanding the above, those who feel that the
preservation of the Kensington historic district is threatened
by developers seeking to build on each and every lot within the
district are not without a remedy. The remedy lies not with the
Historic Preservation Commission, but with zoning. At the
Avery-Flaherty executive session, I read the following passage
from Mayor and Alderman of the City of Annapolis y. Anne Arundel
County, 271 Md. 265, 316 A.2d 807 (1974):

[T]raditional zoning is primarily directed at
the use of land, as well as the densitv and
the location of buildings on the land.
Historic area zoning, on the other hand, is
not directed at any of these factors, but
only at the preservation of the exterior of
buildings historic or architectural merit.
. . Traditional zoning is directed at
limited control of land within the framework
of the police power; historic area zoning is
directed at preservation of the exterior of
certain buildings.

Mayor and Alderman of the City of Annapolis, 271 Md. at 291, 316
A.2d at 821 (emphasis in original). If the Commission concludes
that no single-family home can be built on Lot 13 in order to
preserve the Kensington historic district, it would be
regulating the use to which Lot 13 could be put. As noted

lEvidence was presented at the hearings that Mr. Murray
was made at least two offers for Lots 13 and/or 14 -- one offer
from Mr. Sipes, and the other from Ms. Wilkes or other
neighbors. However, there was no evidence to show that, at the
time the offer was made, the offeror was aware that he or she
would not be able to build on the lot. Thus, it is difficult to
show how Mr. Murray could obtain his distinct reasonable
investment-backed expectations if the offers were made for land
which the offerors assumed could be built upon.
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above, the authority to take such action belongs to those
agencies charged with zoning in Montgomery County and not with
this Commission.

This office will, of course, aggressively defend the
Commission, regardless of its decision. However, I wanted to
make each Commissioner aware of the likely outcome of his or her
present position.

Finally, I have a brief word for those Commissioners who
were not present at the third (and thankfully final) Frank
Murray hearing. All letters, memoranda, and other verbal or
written communication from myself or any other attorney in this
office, presenting the Commission with legal advice, is to be
considered privileged and confidential. Therefore, while such
advice may be discussed amongst yourself, with members of this
office, and DHCD staff (such as Jared, Alison, Annette Van
Hilst, or Victor Brescia, etc.) it is not to be shared with the
public at large.

0180.EBL:89.00000
cc: Jared B. Cooper, Dept. Housing & Community Development

Annette Van Hilst, Dept. Housing & Community Development
A. Katherine Hart, Senior Assistant County Attorney

a



MEMORANDUM

TO: Historic Preservation Commission

FROM: Jared B. Cooper
Historic Preservation Specialist

SUBJECT: Draft of Murray Findings

DATE: August 4, 1989

Enclosed please find a staff draft of facts and findings for the Frank
Murray applications on Prospect Street in Kensington. These are suggested
drafts-a point of beginning. They are based on the "straw vote" which we
recently conducted over the phone, although we all realize there was nothing
particularly official about it. If you find them useful, please edit them,
flesh them out, or whatever, in anticipation of our special meeting next
week. The goal of that meeting will be to complete final drafts, as we will
have few opportunities to meet again prior to the August 17 meeting.

As a side note, I understand that based on the straw vote, it was not
necessarily the implication that the Commission was prepared to deny
construction on Lot 15. However, I drafted the findings that way, just in
case. In either case, I think the County Attorney's office is going to have
problem with outright denial. Eddie Lathner told me that he will be sending
memo to you which will basically say that his office will not support a "no
build" decision.

I would suggest that, in the event of denial, the Commission be prepared
to discuss acceptable alternatives with the applicant. For example, on Lot
15, if the proposal is denied because the structure is too large, it might be
advisable to establish some outside parameters within which the applicant
could work. The language could be something like "the footprint, overall
height, depth, and width (respectively) of the proposed structure shall be
equal to or less than the average footprint, overall height, depth, and width
(respectively) of the other historic resources on the north side of Prospect
Street", or "...on Prospect Street".

For Lot 13, the language could be something like: "While a single family
residence of conventional design, size, and proportions would not be
appropriate on Lot 13, there may be some creative solutions to building on the
lot, i.e. :a) a substantially smaller house, placed well back on the lot,
which would defer to the adjacent historic resources; and which would preserve
the existing street rhythm through retention of trees, additional screening,
etc.; b) a low "atrium" style house, with a side or rear entrance, and with a
front elevation reminiscent of a garden wall; c) an earth contact, or
subterranean home, set well back in order to preserve as many existing trees
and root systems as possible".
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Although I did not include it in the draft, Eddie •ttner has suggested
that language similar to this might be included at the end of the findings.
What do you think? These are merely suggestions - you may have other ideas.
Obviously, the average builder/speculator would be hesitant to try some of
these, but they may be a means for the Commission and the applicant to merge
their goals.

Sometime after August 17, it might be appropriate for the Commission to
meet with the applicant on a work session basis in order to help direct him.

In order to discuss these findings and relevant matters, a special meeting
has been scheduled for Tuesday, August 8, 1989, at 7:00 p.m. It will be held
in the 9th Floor Conference room, 1M Building, 51 Monroe Street, Rockville,
MD. (where we have met in the past). I will be posted at the ground (parking)
level entrance of the building from roughly 6:45 - 7:15 p.m. to ensure that
everyone manages to get in the building and up the elevator. We have had some
problems with early lock-up. If you arrive late and get trapped at the ground
level, there is a payphone in the garage and you can call the 9th floor
Conference Room at 217-3747. In the meantime if you have any questions please
contact me prior to the meeting at 217-3632.

P.S. Eddie Lattner will not be able to attend the Tuesday meeting, but he is
fully aware of what's going on, and will review the final draft.

Also, FYI, Alison will be out of the office for awhile due to illness in
the family.

JBC:bc
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14 June 1989

The Montgomery Country Historic
Preservation Commission
51 Monroe Street
Rockville, MD 20850

Dear Commisioners:

As President of the Capitol View Park Historical Society and a
long-time member of the Capitol View Park LAC I wish to express
my concern about continued in-fill pressure by developers in the
older parts of our Historic Districts. It was brought to my
attention that a developer. wishes to build on two lots in
Kensington at 3927 Prospect Street.

Our neighborhood was pleased to have HPC's support several years
ago in our neighborhood in denying development on the side lot of
the Calloway/Rinek house. As you know the new owners are not
only doing a Prize-winning restoration of this lovely Victorian
House but also landscaping the lot in question. If. you had not
taken a stand there our neighborhood would have been diminished
by the construction of a house on that lot. We also were
heartened that HPC took a stand on the heart of Kensington's
Historic district at Carroll Place and bravely denyed permits for
in-fill.

I would hope that HPC will take into account the lot sizes and
streetscape in the new case on Prospect. It seems highly
inconsistent to squeeze in large new construction where there is
now spacing which allows existing Victorian structures an
environmental "breathing space". We all know that in-fill is
going to happen but it should only be allowed where it supports
the historical integrity of existing Districts.

Cordially,

Carol Ireland, President
Capitol View Park Historical Society
10023 Menlo Avenue
Silver Suring, MD 209101

x';;....•...:.r.:-̀v::.k:`L~:;->...:. r~;_•a;....;t~'y4',;ar:~;. '-;~.a~; w:~~:~F{:aa;~~ :r.Z tr̂ .F°_:~~:~.. _;`t?.:2x~r~ .'y.,, ^~,.+a:. ~,:r?' r.+~ .;~..: -r..,y;.:x_r.-~.:.-, ,:...~.—s*.. _i



MR. & MRS. JOHN B. ARMSTRONG
6 ALVARADO RD.

BERKELEY, CA 94705
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T  UST
Mr. Steven Karr, Chairman
Montgomery County Iiistoric
Preservation commission

51 Monroe Street
Rockville, Maryland 20850

D"1r. Mr. Karr:

~~1 t 1 ssctY 
l;Ok,~ty.

November 17, 1988

N Illlanl 1)Onaltl SAar(ft
Ga'crnnr

Jacqueline 11. Rngets

Secretury, I)rle*i)

Zhe Maryland historical Trust, the State's lead agency for historic preservation,
)ias been contacted by a group of Kensington residents representing the Carroll Place
Preservation Committee. These residents have requested our agency to provide ccmmT)ents
to the Montgomery County Historic Preservation commission on the proposed development
by Avery-Flaherty on Carroll Place in the Kensington Historic District. We understand
that information on the issue will be presented at the Commission's meeting on
1bursday, November 17.

While the Trust has examined information provided to us by the Committee, we
cannot ascertain the completeness of the data provided to us. In particular, we have
not had the opportunity to review detailed final architectural and site plans for the
proposed new construction. As the case before you appears complex, and demands
thoughtful analysis over a longer period, our office cannot offer an informed opinion
at this time on the design details of the proposed development.

We do, however, have a sufficient understanding of the concept of the develofmrent
to be able to assess its general effect within the context of the district listing on
the National Register of Historic Places.

As we undelstawl the proposed development, houses would be built on either side
of 10234 Carroll Place, a (preen Anne house which is one of only a few buildirxjs
id^_r:tified as "individually significant," either historically or arcl.itc aurally, in
the Nat.i.ontal. I?egi.ster nrnnination for the Kensington Historic District. - `fare house is
promi.nent.ly located on Carroll Place, across from the Noyes Library and the park;
surrountlilxj tJre house of Brainard Warner, the original developer of Kensington. ape
Marge property at 10234 Carroll Place is visually prominent on the approach to the
area from Connecticut Avenue.

In this 1ocuition, there are Queen Anne and Foursquare houses with large yards and
Inwir, set )hick from the street in a wooded, open setting. Zhere is uniformity among
the hoLr;cs, a qual i.ty of openness and a rhythm to the streetscape, and a defined sense
of tiny-- and ))lace. 79iese are the factors w)ilch were cited as the basis for
sirini.ficiance in the Nnt.ional Register nomination for the district:

Ili l~:ulmrnl .d Ilan<iur :nul (•unummity I)rerligmu•nl

1.5 ('A-11 tihrrl, linoui •11f, Alinap"IiS. (ilmy1111,P11,101 (:101) 971 36.11



Steven Karr
./ember 17, 1988

_age 2

'11ie district is significant primarily for the collection of late
19th and early 20th century houses which stand in a turn-of-the-
century garden-like setting of curving streets, tall trees, and
mature shrubbery. 114he houses, which exhibit the influence of-
Qheen Anne, Shingle, Eastlake, and Colonial Revival styles, have a
uniformity of scale, design, and construction materials, that
combine with their juxtaposition and placement upon the gently

te,-ra.in to create a significant urtan n(ighl~,rihc,-A whir: i
still retains much of its early 20th century environment.

It opj-x-ars Unt any new constriction on the two lots in question would have soar
dogree of adverse effect on the qualities from which the district derives its historic
significance. llie settihxj of the house at 1.0234 Carroll Place, with its lame yard
aixl cxtcrh ,ive shrubbery, would be altered by the proximity of new buildings on eiUher
side. 'Ain- historic streetscape of Large wooded lots and Uhe sense of time and place
conveyer] by th i.s district  would be changed by Uie introduction of greater density.

71he Kensiixjton i1.i.storic District previously has experienced some development that
is; incowq-h:hti.ble w:iUh the characteristics that qualified the district for listing in
tlhe National Regi.ter.. Ilowever, that development has not been of sufficient magnitude
to . jonixhnlize continued listing. we are not in a position to judge wlhetlher the
proposed deve.loinnent would alter Uiat situation, but a significant trend in its
direction  certainly would.

1.17 addition to the careful review afforded by your Commission, we encourage
continued effohts to secure the donation of historic preservation easements within the
d i.str.ict to Montgomery County or the Marylahxl IIistorical Trust.

We hope that our coimmcnts will be useful to the Commission in your importzznt
deliberations.

Sincerely,

Mark R. Edwards
Chief Programs Administrator-
Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer

19RG/nomc
cc: Ms. Patricia McPherson

Ms. Mary Ann Kephart
Ms. Roberta Hahn
Ms. Eileen McGuckian
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KENSINGTON LOCAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Kensington, Md. 20895

May 28, 1987

Ms. Roberta Hahn,
-.-Director
Historic Preservation Commission

s 51 Monroe Street 
b 
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The Kensington Local Advisory Committee',has reviewed the proposed F.,
!resubdivision'of 3927 Prospect Street to provide lots 15A and 15B
"and disapproves * these "requests 'for -the following reasons: - ^'~~r4+:~K • ':

1. The proposed new lot configurations do not comply with f V
Sec. 50-29(b)(2) of the Subdivision Regulations. The proposed
plan is not of the same character as to frontage, alignment,
shape and width as other lots along this block or within the
immediate neighborhood or portion of Kensington west of
of Connecticut Avenue. These lots have an angular configur-
ation unlike other lots within the block or general neighbor-
hood and do not provide the'same perception of spaciousness

-between residential structures and would not promote a
compatible form of development, in harmony with the established
character of the area.

+~ 2. .The predominant number of 60'=0" frontage lots in Kensington
have the side -lot lines set perpendicular to the front lot
line; i.e., the street.. This configuration creates a visual
spaciousness between adjoining houses as each conforms:to its

._:required side and/or rear yard setbacks. Since lot lines
are theoretical and not physical, this creates the appearance
of spaciousness between houses when one stands at the street
at the dividing peg of the property lines. By creating the
pie- shaped-'property line as shown in the Preliminary Plan

.when one stands on Prospect Street at the 60'=0" dividing
peg, one's perpendicular view intersects the propo.S..ed house.

" Therefore, even though lot size is' shown numerically, ̀:the
perception of LOT 15A is that the existing house actually

"'overlaps adjoining Lots 16, 17 and 18 and has no rear yard.
This situation is clearly at odds with the character of the
other lots in Kensington. f



Ms. Roberta Hahn

May 28, 1987

Page 2

3. Kensington as well as other suburban communities is facing
- -- ---- -increased pressures for higher density. ,due to .increased 

_ land values. However, it is precisely a lower density in Y
,4.. Kensington as exists and regulated in the subdivision

•i~!AI  ~:% iF 
.~"  i{.; _ '~yvtl:_` SY •a.,~.. r_.yM~~.1si ~~which {!contributes;to the ';value "of .all 
nr, y d properties .1n --t- hecommunity.' By establishing -a 'precedent

" adopting lot sizes which, by creative arithmetic,
conform to the Building Regulations but which ultimately
promote a character of higher density in Kensington, all

.members will suffer '.,Further,°'by permitting
,' F4J*,i~ skirt oddly _shaped lots ',in contrast -to the predominance of +R

' 'rectangular lots,' 'the Community looses 'the sense of order
----•- --- -and uniformity, which are the original goals of Subdivision

and Zoning Regulations.

If you have any further questions regarding any of these findings,
I will be most happy to discuss them further.

Respectfully submitted,

I tn/~,

onald H. Little
Kensington Local Advisory Committee

A..YV 
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encl. Copy of Subdivision Regulations
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A.

Sec. 50-29. Lot Design. J t i

(a) General Provisions.
(1) Lot dimensions. Lot size, width, depth, shape and orientation shall be

appropriate for the location of the subdivision and for the type of development ~r usq
contemplated and shall be approved by the board.

I
(2) Lots to abut on public street. Except as otherwise provided in the zpning

ordinance, every lot shall abut on a street or road which has been dedicated to public
use or which has acquired the status of a public road. In exceptional circumst4nces,
the board may approve not more than two lots on a private driveway or private Oight-T
of-way; provided, that proper showing is made that such access is adequate to serve
the lots for emergency. vehicles, for installation of public utilities, is accessible for
other public services, and is not detrimental to future subdivision of adjacent lands. In
multi-family and townhouse development, not subdivided into individually .recorded
lots, the board may approve more than two lots or buildings on private roads pr drivesl
rovided there is adequate access from such roads or drives to a public s tre t,

N! •

P j
above. i

(3) Side lines. [Side lines of interior lots shall be perpendicular to, tfie tree
line, or radial to a curved street line, unless determined by; thq board that a.'vat atio
from this rule will resu~t in a better layout. i 

I 
;~ ; 1.

(4) Double frontage lots. Double frontage lots,meaning a block havin onl .f
one tier of lots between two streets or roads, shall not be approved except: ?'

(a) Where unusual topography, orientation or the size of the subdi isiot~,
permit no other feasible way to subdivide; or ; , ;

H

(b) Where access to one of the streets may be controlled by the board as
provided in subsection (g) of section 50-25 or paragraph (4) of subsection (a) of sle ction
50-28.

(b) Additional Requirements for Residential Lots.

(1) Midblock crosswalks or alleys. in cases where a midblock crossw k o~
alley is provided in a residential subdivision, the lots adjoining such crosswalk oriallex
shall be increased in width sufficient to provide for a side building restrictio lin
rkinning parallel to such crosswalk or alley and fifteen feet therefrom.

(2) Resubdivision. Lots on a plat for the resubdivisidn of any lot, tract or,
other parcel of land that is a part of an existing subdivision previously recorded in
plat book shall be of the same character as to street frontage, alignment, size, shhace . '!
width, area and suitabilior _residential use ather._lots within fie ex_ is_ 't_mq block
neigFborhood or subdivision.

(c) Nonresidential Lots. Depth and width of lots reversed or laid .oyt for ;
commercial and industrial purposes shall be adequate for the off-street service and.
parking requirements needed by the type of use and development proposed. (Mon . Cot ~
Code 1965, sec. 17-18; Ord. No. 6-5; 'sec. 2; Ord. No. 6-207, sec. 3.) `

:
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. 
MARYLAND-NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION

_"-- 8787 Georgia Avenue • Silver Spring, Maryland 20910-3760

SUBDIVISION PLAN
TO BE CONSIDERED BY THE

MONTGOMERY COUNTY PLANNING BOARD

DATE: MAY 22, 1987

NAME OF PLAN: KENSINGTON PARK
FILE NUMBER: 7-87009
CURRENT ZONING: R 60
PROPOSED NUMBER OF LOTS: 2
TYPE OF SUBDIVISION PLAN: PRE-PRELIMINARY
LOCATION: 3927 OF PROSPECT ST.

OF

For your information, the above mentioned plan will be
brouglIt before the Montgomery County Planning Board on
JUNE 04, 1987. The meeting will be held in the auditorium
of the Montgomery County Regional Office at 8787 Georgia Avenue,
Silver Spring, Maryland.

For an approximate time schedule for this plan, contact
the Community Relations Office at 495-4600 after JUNE 01, 1987

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW DIVISION
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THE MARYLAND-NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION
=-= 8787 Georgia Avenue • Silver Spring, Maryland 20907

.FROM: Subdivision Office - M-NCPPC

NAME • /Z Gi~~ Jj'ld TO%7 J~4 i-1C

FILE NO. • 7-9%00

Enclosed please find the information checked below. This
material will be discussed at the Subdivision Review Committee
Meeting of .dot-il 19-62 (no meeting scheduled if

IF

blank) .

New preliminary plan application with supporting
material as appropriate

Supporting material for previously reviewed prelim-
inary plan

Revised preliminary plan drawing

Z New pre-preliminary plan application
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

PREPARED BY: Jared B. Cooper

CASE NUMBER: #31/6 - 89J

SITE/DISTRICT NAME: Kensington

DISCUSSION:

DATE: June 8, 1989

TYPE OF REVIEW: HAWP

PROPERTY ADDRESS: 3925 Prospect Street
(Lot 13, Block 11)

The applicant is proposing construction of a new residence and garage on a
vacant lot on Prospect Street in the Kensington Historic District. The 50'
lot is situated -between two existing late 19th century dwellings located
respectively at 3923 and 3.927 Prospect Street. The proposal, and the
attendant issues, is similar in some ways to the Avery-Flaherty applications
for infill development elsewhere in Kensington. Like the Avery Flaherty
application, this proposal has been reviewed with a fairly high degree of
scrutiny at the LAC level. 'As indicated in the attached LAC comments, there
was a great deal of concern over the impact of the proposed infill development
on the integrity of the neighborhood. Unfortunately, since the Commission is
being asked to make a decision on this application prior to any court rulings
on the Avery-Flaherty application,, the same basic issue of legal buildability
vs. preservation issues. remains'to be resolved. However, until such time as
County law deals more specifically with this issue, we must proceed as best we
can.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Staff is not particularly concerned over the design of the proposed
structure. Staff,.howeve.r, feels that at least on the North Side of Prospect
Street, there exists an.,open; verdant- ambie fte which .could be significantly
impacted by infill construction,';, -in a situation like this, where
a relatively narrow,,tree-filled,lot,is.s.ituated between two pre-existing
resources.

At this juncture,s.taff'has;not, formulated a. complete recommendation, and
will reserve such. However, staff would like to encourage the Commission to
work with the applicant toward a solution which might allow some type of
construction.on.the lot without creating a,harsh intrusion. For example, it
might be possible to set the'.house back-somewhat on the lot. This would
permit retention of some of the front trees, and would also help to preserve
the existing spatial rhythm of the streetscape. Staff would further suggest
that the applicant be encouraged to concentrate on development of Lot 15 (HPC
Case #31/6 - 89K), where potentital negative impact on the historic district
might be less severe. If the issue of economic hardship should come up, it
could be noted that undeveloped lots, particularly in an area like Kensington,
often have great value, and evidence shows that very large sums have been
offered for this lot and others, with the sole intent of preserving them as
open space.
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The applicant, LAC, neighborhood residents, and respective legal counsel
will be in attendance at Thursday's meeting. In the meantime, please make a
special effort to field inspect the site, perhaps with a special view toward
comparing this part of the district to other parts where infill construction
has been either denied or permitted.

let 11F.I MU :1111CIN

1. HAWP Application
2. LAC Comments
3. Elevation Drawings (Garage Elevations to be presented at the meeting)
4. Photos of Lot and Neighboring Structures
5. Proposed Streetscape
6. Original 1890 Kensington Plat
7. Tree Survey( This will be presented at the meeting. Staff requested

applicant to provide more details).
8. Letter from Jane Allan (Counsel to residents at 3923 Prospect Street)

(All attachments have not been included in packet)
9. Letter from John B. Armstrong
10. Testimony Presented by Helen Wilkes (neighbor at 3923 Prospect Street)

JBC:av
1110E
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Historic Preservation Commission
51 Monroe Street, Rockville, Maryland 20850

~k?R~c► ~R ~k~ [X4tk k~3 Sc~t~l x cY~R4~4~XMkRx
217-3625 2jkjRRj

'PLICATION FOR
)"TORIC AREA WORK PERMIT
ACCOUNT # _hl_'.-` I

E OF PIIUPEfITY UWNER ~ n [~ ~ ~~ d TELEPIIUNE NO. '! ' 1 qtr- 7Oil
(Contract/Purchaser) (Include Area Code)

:1ESS __14 V ._ Y r ~CZY_ N1 D. 2-081 lT-6-
CITY STATE ZIP

IIACIU11 It _--_---_— TELEPIIUNE NO.

uuy4nAq1011 REGISTRATION NUMBER ",I• (-

IS PREPAIIEU BY ~Lr~ia~' ~E ~1~501~ TELEPIIONE NO. )- 40 L~5
(Include Area Code)

REGISTRATION NUMBER

If ION Or OUILUIN(I/PREMISE

NUInber Street

1/city a L III 22f F  LAAVV h Election Uisuicl

,st Cross Street 71)u k, ILI lFUL

Block,

Lit

Subdivision

Folio —_(~ Parcel

TYPE-DE-PERMIT ACTION: (circle one)

LConstrnct_,- Extend/Add Alle/nenovate

Wreck/Mace Move Install Revocable

Circle One: A/C Slab

Repair Porch Deck Fireplace Shed

Revision Fence/Wall (complete Section A). Other

CONSTRUCTION COSTS ESTIMATE $
IT, TIIIS IS A nEVIS10N OF A PREVIOUSLY APPIIOVEU ACT IVE PERMIT SEE PEIIMIT #

INDICATE NAME OF ELECTnIC UTILITY COMPANY_'

IS TIIIS PnUPERTY A IIISTORICAL SITE? J; '

T TWO: CUMPLETE FOR NEW CUNSTIIUCTIUN ANU EXTEND/AUUII IONS

TYPE OF SFWAGE DISPOSAL 20.

01 (i IIVVSSC 02 1 ) Septic

03 ( 1 Other

TYPE OF WATER SUPPLY

01 I t 1~ WSSC 02 1

03 ( ) Other

T THREE: COMPLETE,ONLY FOfI FENCE/RETAINING WALL

HEIGHT  inches

Indicate whether the lence or rolaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:

1. On party Bete/Property Ilue

2. Entirely on land of owner

3. On public right 61 wny/easement _ (Revocable Letter Required).

) Wall

Room Addition

Solar Woodburning Stove

rhy cerilly thnt I have Ilia euthority In make Ihn Imegoing application, thrrl ilia application is correct, and that the construction will comply with

approved~by all agencies listed and I hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for Iho issuance of this permit.

nahne of owner or authorized a ant (aynnl mus ra a signature notarized on back) Dole
t e t t t/ t t t t t t t t t t ....  R • t 1.t 1 114141411110 00440 t t k t t 1 t t t 1 11112 of 1 t t t too to

'IOVEU ----- For Chairpersun, historic Preservatiun Commission

1PPRUVEU _.—_ — Signature Data

I ICAIION/PEIIMII NO:

-E TII.FII:

F ISSUED:

J[HMHPCUUE:

FILING rcr::$
PEIIMIT FEE: $_

BALANCE $ - ___-___-

IIECEIPr NO: FEE WAIVED:

SEE REVEIISE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS



MONTGCMERY COUNTY HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION

LOCAL .ADVISORY COMMITTEE REVIEW FORM

EXTERIOR ALTZRATIONS

I. Location of property

a. Located within t:  historic district.

b. This is ~M,~aster?lahAtlas historic district (circle ona).

c. Address of Property: z0f ®11 easi v 1Gt'e_-

1.3 Block !l~

d. Property ownsr's name. address and phone number:

(h) (w)

011ase NAP
?5.00//

e. Is this property a contributing resource within the historic
district? Yes_ No

f. On a map of the district locate this property and any adjacent
historic resources. Will thi work impact other contributing
historic resources? Yes No

II. Description of work proposed

a. Rriefiy describe proposed worts:
yte-cw_). C_L ms+vac*o P1) (e.mo v (4- '-ree-

.$)

b. is this wor!: on the front, _ear, or side of tae structura?
Vl P-.

c. Is t. a wcr% visibly from the street?

c. 1.1 at are the materials to to used? 

e. Are these materials compatible with existing materials' How? If
not. why?

1/l m•0.
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III.Recommendation of the Local Advisory Committee

a. Approval of Work

1. Which criteria found in the Ordinance for Historic Preservation
(Sec. 24A-8-b of the Montgomery County Code) does this work
meet?

2. What conditions, if'any, must be met in order for the proposed
work to meet the above criteria? (example! the proposed windows
should be double hung to conform with existing windows)'

b. Disapproval of Work

1. On what grounds is disapproval recommended? Refer to Sec.
24A-a: ~/ ^

0. c(l e-

2. How could this proposal be altered so as to be approved?

IV. Additional comment ,,

Date on which application received: Lr

Date of LAC meeting a hick application was reviewed: Mau"z

Form completed by: Title: 

Member of: >~

Date:

046588
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12. Mr. Chen and Mr. Patterson presented Mr. Murray's application.
_ Me application was complete at this point including the tree

survey. It was noted that the ixw submission resulted in the
building on lot 13 being reversed, to save nug arous trees.
Furthermore, the house on lot 15 was cut down so that it had a
front elevation reduced from 64 feet to 53 feet, by removing the
garage to the back of the lot.

Points were made from the Audience. 4

• 1. Mrs. Allen for The Wilkes. The Wilkes tried to buy the
intervenim lot, offerixg then 100, 000.

2. Mrs-Wilkes referenced numerous problems in the proposed
development inn-lading shrinking the space between houses
from about 45 feet to as few as 16 to 18 feet.

3. A petition was read to the effect that many *per bom are
opposed to any development on the lots. There were 92
signatures.

4. Mr. O'Neil stated that the proposed develap nu)t would
totally disn4ot the rhythm of the street and cause, a
clumping on houses on the north end of the street.

13. General points made by committee menbers.
1. The south side of the Prospect St. has more houses, but they,

are smaller, and with good spacing.
2. The north side of Prospect historically has a open lot

spacing between each house.

. 14 .LaEt 13
. The facade width is too great.
2. Tlie applicant didn't respond to a prior request to enumerate

materials including siding and porch railing detail.It is
requested that the porches be screened underneath.

3. The tree survey failed to take into ao=mt inevitable
damage to root balls with expected death of remaining trams,

m including four hemlock trees on the south property line. The
advice of an arborist should be sought to inprove the
chances of survival for these trees.

4. The house is too long, and blocks the view up and, dam the
back yards of other houses.

S. The- house is shaped like a warehouse with a Victorian-esque
treatment of the street elevation.

6. There is a conflict between the bay and the duzmey with the
proposed driveway.

7. The removal of landscaping materials to lot 15 is not
acceptable.

8. The proposed house is too massive compared to the resource
houses on the same side of the street.

9 The rhythm of '~ the street scape is altered by the size and
massing of the house.
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VENABLE, BAETJER AND HOWARD
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

A PARTNERSHIP INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIONS

BALTIMORE OFFICE

1800 MERCANTILE BANK 6 TRUST BUILDING

2 HOPKINS PLAZA

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21201-2978

(301) 244-7400

TELEX 898032

RICHARD M. VENABLE (1839-1910)
EDWIN G. BAETJER (1666.1945)

CHARLES MCH. HOWARD (16701-)

FIFTH FLOOR

ONE CHURCH STREET

P.O. BOX 1906

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20850-4129

(301) 217-5600

WRITERS DIRECT NUMBER

(301) 217-5634

June 7, 1989

Mr. Steven Karr, Chairman
Montgomery County Historic
Preservation Commission

Suite 1001
51 Monroe Street
Rockville, Maryland 20850

WASHINGTON OFFICE

SUITE 1200

1301 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20004-1701

(202) 662-4300

VIRGINIA OFFICE

SUITE 400

2010 CORPORATE RIDGE

MCLEAN, VIRGINIA 22102-7805

(703) 749-3500

Re: Application for Historic Work Permit, 3925 Prospect Street
(Lots 13 and 15), Kensington, Maryland

Dear Mr. Karr:

This firm represents Helen and Sandy Wilkes, 3923 Prospect
Street, Kensington, Maryland, with regard to the above-referenced
application for an historic work permit which is the subject of the
Historic Preservation Commission's June 15, 1988, public hearing.

Helen and Sandy Wilkes are two persons who have demonstrated
commitment to historic preservation. When the Wilkes purchased
their property at 3923 Prospect Street in August, 1988, they placed
into a covenant on the property which prohibited more than one
residence to be located on the property. (See Attachment 1 -
Covenant.) The Wilkes were not required to nor requested to place
such a covenant on the property, but volunteered to in order to
preserve the historic setting in which they live.

In a further effort to preserve the historic resources on
Prospect Street, the Wilkes sought to purchase Lot 13 from both the
Turners (who sold the property to Mr. Murray) and Mr. Murray
himself. Unfortunately, the Wilkes were unsuccessful. Not only
were the Wilkes unsuccessful, but Mr. Murray refused several offers
to purchase the house located at 3925 Prospect Street along with
Lot 13. (See Attachment 2 - Affidavit of Samuel M. Sipe, Jr., with
contract of sale attached.) There were a number of persons who
were interested in purchasing the house, but only if Lot 13 could
be purchased with it. No person was successful, however, in
purchasing the house with the lot.
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Given their strong personal commitment to the Kensington
Historic District, the Wilkes feel strongly that the character and
integrity of the historic resources on Prospect Street and on the
historic district as a whole, will be seriously impaired by the
proposed developed. This letter sets forth the concerns which the
Wilkes have with the permit applications for the development of
Lots 13 and 15 and why the Wilkes believe that granting such
applications would violate the Montgomery County Historic
Preservation Ordinance.

The subject applications proposed to construct a single family
residence on Lot 13 and on Lot 15, respectively, in the historic
district of Kensington, as established by the Approved Adopted
Amendment to the Master Plan for Historic Preservation: Kensington
Historic District, adopted September 17, 1986 (the 1986 Amendment).

By reviewing the 1986 Amendment, the critical characteristics
of the historic district are identified. The 1986 Amendment
describes the Kensington historic district as follows:

"[The subdivision was designed in the Victorian manner
with ample sized lots and a curvilinear street pattern.

The district is architecturally significant as a
collection of late 19th and early 20th century houses
exhibiting a variety of architectural styles popular
during the Victorian period including Queen Anne, Shingle,
Eastlake and Colonial Revival. The houses share a
uniformity of scale, set backs and construction materials
that contribute to the cohesiveness of the district's
streetscapes. This uniformity, coupled with the dominant
design inherent in Warner's original plan of subdivision,
conveys a strong sense of both time and place, that of the
Victorian garden suburb."

The significance of these characteristics to the Kensington
historic district was discussed in detail during the Carroll Place
case. The analysis and review that took place in the Carroll Place
proceedings are equally applicable in this case. While Carroll
Place has been termed "the core of the historic district," the
north side of Prospect Street, which is the location of the subject
applications, is equally important to the Kensington Historic
District. This side of Prospect Street epitomizes the very
characteristics of the Kensington historic district which form the
basis for its designation as a district and has remained
essentially uncompromised since the original construction of the
four primary resources located on the north side. (See Attachment
3 - letter from John Armstrong, grandson of the original owner of
the Murray property.) Other than Carroll Place, there is no other
area of the historic district which has maintained the park-like
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setting, large lot subdivision, the cohesive streetscape in so
uncompromised a condition as has the north side of Prospect
Street.

As was noted by the Maryland Historical Trust in the Carroll
Place case:

"The Kensington Historic District previously has
experienced some development that is incompatible with the
characteristics that qualify the district for listing in
the National Register. However, that development has not
been of sufficient magnitude to jeopardize continued
listing. We are not in a position to judge whether the
proposed development would alter that situation, but a
significant trend in its direction certainly would."

(See Attachment 4 - Summary of Testimony of Helen Wilkes to which
is attached the letter from the Maryland Historic Trust.)

There is a line which can be crossed whereby an historic
district looses its integrity. While we are not here proposing to
tell the commission where that line is drawn, we would suggest that
at least as far as Prospect Street is concerned there is some
danger for the future. The north side of Prospect Street currently
contains four historic primary resources and one secondary
structure, which was built prior to the historic district
designation. In addition, there are eight potential sites for new
development on the north side. If all eight sites were permitted
to develop, there would be a ratio of nine new homes to four
primary resources. Such result would have a detrimental impact on
the historic resources on Prospect Street. This possible scenario
can be found no where else in Kensington, other than the Carroll
Place location.

The north side of Prospect Street gives an overriding
impression of a turn-of-the-century garden suburb, with
widely-spaced houses on large lots among mature trees. This side
of Prospect Street is a significant area which is visually in tact
in its Victorian-era appearance. The proposed applications would
create an almost solid massing along the center portion of the
north side of Prospect Street, crowding and blocking the sitelines
of the existing historic resources as a result of the construction
of two proposed large houses, the one on Lot 13 being sandwiched
in, approximately 18 feet on either side of the existing historic
resources. The development would also destroy a majority of the
significant and mature landscaping located on both Lot 13 and Lot
15, not only seriously impairing the adjacent historic resources,
but also the streetscape along Prospect Street. The attached
testimony from Helen Wilkes (an AIA certified architect who has
worked in historic districts) describes in more detail the reasons
why the proposed applications would severely impair the primary
resources on Prospect Street and the Kensington Historic District
as a whole and would be inappropriate, inconsistent with and
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detrimental to the preservation, enhancement and ultimate
protection of the those resources and to the District . T h e
proposed Historic Preservation Area Permit Applications do not
satisfy the criteria for granting a permit required by Section
24A-8 of the Historic Preservation Ordinance and the Applications
should be denied.

Sincerely yours,

&lam

J ~e.~A'llan

JEA/h
Enclosures
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MR. & MRS. JOHN B. ARMSTRONG
6 ALVARADO RD.

BERKELEY, CA 94705
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Summary of Testimony re: proposed Development at
3927 Prospect Street, Kensington, MD

Helen Crettier Wilkes, AIA

I. North side of Prospect Street stands as one of the few
unspoiled examples of the suburban garden park street--
scape envisioned in the design of Brainard Warner's
Master Plan for the town of Kensington Park. The
Historic District of Kensington is characterized by:

A. Large lots.
B. Uniformity of scale.
C. Cohesiveness of streetscapes.
D. A park-like setting.
E. A strong sense of time and place.

It is these characteristics which have brought
Kensington recognition as an area worthy of Historic
District status.

II. Analysis
A. Large lots.

1. frontages for existing four Historic Resources
(from west to east): 222.5 feet, 125 feet, 125
feet, 100 feet.

2. There are presently 5 houses on the north side
of Prospect Street to 14 platted lots.

3. If all remaining lots on north side were
approved for development, ratio of new homes
to Historic Resources would be 9:4. This
substantial amount of infill development would
inalterably impair the historic Character of
Prospect Street. At what point is.balance
upset such that Historic District status is
threatened? This important point was made by
the Maryland Historic Trust in a letter to the
M.C. Historic Preservation Commission during
the Carroll Place proceedings (See attachment
1.).

B. Uniformity of Scale
C. Cohesiveness of streetscape.

1. Uniform setbacks (50 ft on north side, 25 feet
on south side).

2. Irregular massing.
3. Front porches, which provide transition

between indoor and outdoor spaces.
4. Density of houses (solid) to open spaces

(void) .
a. Minimum distance between any two houses

on north side is presently 42.75 feet.
b. Even on south side of street, where

houses are smallex and much closer to the
street, minimum distance between houses
in 27.5 feet.
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c. Proposed development would produce
minimum distances between existing
Resources and new houses of 18.4 feet and
18.25 feet.

D. Park-like setting
1. Produced by large spacing between houses and

large front and back yards.
2. Each of the 4 Historic Resources sits in the

landscape as in a suburban garden park.
3. Significant mature landscaping has been

preserved on each lot, enhancing this
park-like characteristic. The proposed
development would result in destruction of a
substantial amount of this landscaping.

E. Strong sense of time and place
1. Each historic estate on the north side is for

the most part preserved in its original state.
2. Additions and alterations to the houses have

not altered significantly the above-listed
characteristics.

III. Lot 13 - Analysis
A. Scale

1. Footprint of proposed house is much larger
than those of existing Resources on either
side.

2. Footprint is 21 feet longer than Wilkes house
(to the east) .

3. House is taller than and uphill from Wilkes
house, would dominate and possibly hover over.

B. Massing
1. Rectangular block footprint and massing are

uncharacteristic of Queen Anne style emulated
by facades.

2. Long, proportionally narrow form reads more
like a "shotgun" house than like the
irregular, blocky massing of typical period
houses in Xensington.

C. Changes to "appurtenances and environmental set-
ting" as protected by the M.C. Historic Preservation
Ordinance would be drastic and irreversible.
1. Removal of majority of large trees and

boxwoods necessary for construction.
2. Many of remaining trees may be damaged

irreparable or killed by construction
excavation or equipment.

3. New houses would dominate rather than defer to
existing Resources.

D. Analysis reveals that no house would be appropriate
on Lot 13.
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TV. Lot 15 - Analysis
A. Scale

1. House is much larger than any on Prospect
Street or than most in historic Kensington.

2. Scale and formal arrangement might be appro-
priate for a generous corner lot, but not for
an infill lot.

B. Changes to "appurtenances and environmental
setting" would be drastic and irreversible.
1. Many large trees and most of small trees (many

of which are flowering dogwoods) would have to
be removed.

2. Semi-circular driveway inappropriate in
Historic Kensington and would cause removal of
far more trees and shrubs than is necessary.

V. Changes to Streetscape
A. Rhythm

1. Relationship of open space to built is such
that open spaces dominate overwhelmingly on
north side.

2. On south side relationship is never less than
1:1, with exception of atypical recent brick
house at east end of street.

3. Proposed large concentration of massing on
lots 12.- 15 with distances of only 18 feet
between some houses, would severely alter and
impair the existing streetscape.

4. Proposed development on Lot 13 is a marked
aberration from established rhythm on either
side of street.

B. Frontages
1. Estate frontages on north side (west to east)

go from:
Existing: 222.5 feet, 125 feet, 125 feet, 100

feet.
Proposed: 122.5 feet, 50 feet, 50 feet, 125

feet, 125 
feet, 100 feet.

2. Open space between houses
a. Presently:

1. 64 feet between Murray/Turner house
and Wilkes house.

2. 140 feet between Wilkes house and
house to east (O'Neil house).

3. 45.75 feet between O'Neil house and
house to east.

b. Proposed:
1. 37.75 feet between house on lot 15.

and Murray/Turner house.
2. 18..25 feet between Murray/Turner

house and house on Lot 13.
3. 18 feet between house on Lot 13 and

Wilkes house.
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VI. Summary
A. Developer Murray had option to sell at least Lot 13

with existing house, as was desired by so many
buyers, but sold house without any of adjoining
land instead; Wilkeses made an offer to buy Lot 13
as well.

B. Proposed construction would be inappropriate,
inconsistent with and detrimental to the
preservation, enhancement and protection of the
Historic District as set forth in the M.C. Historic
Preservation Ordinance.

C. Potential negative impact on Historic District
status as cited in Maryland Historic Trust letter
is a crucial point of consideration.

Attachments:
1. Maryland Historic Trust letter
2. Map diagram, "Existing Development"
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Mr. Steven Karr, Chairman
Montgomery County Historic

'reservation commission
51 Monroe Street
Rockville, Marylarxl 20850

Mr. kcarr:

C'.

William Donald sdmetf r
*t,.L

i'" l ; ou~~•

JAI,, 
Jacqueline l L R"gras

(nG~t Sctrefury, Dlkl)

Noverilber 17, 1988

11be Maryland Historical Trust, the State's lead agency for historic preservation,
has been contacted by a group of Kensington residents representing the Carroll Place
Preservation Ccmunittes. These residents have requested our agency to provide comments
to the Montgomery County I1i.storic :Preservation C mrdssion on the proposed development.
by Avery-rlaherty on Carroll Place in the Kensington Historic District. We understand
that infonration on the issue will be presented at the Commission's meeti.tzg on
7bursday, November 17.

Mile the Trust has examined information provided to us by the Committee, we
carulot ascertain the completeness of the data provided to us. in particular, we have
not had the opportunity to review detailed final architectural and site plans for the
proposed new construction. As the case before you appears complex, and deAonds
thoughtful analysis over a longer period, our office cannot offer an informed opinion
at this time on the design details of the proposed development.

We do, however, have a sufficient understandIM of the concept of the development
to be able to assess its general effo t within the context of the district listing on
U)c National Register of historic Places.

Jl<, we unck rst:arxd the proposed developmmt, houses would be built on either side
of 3.0234 Carroll Place, a Queen Anne house which is one of only a few buildiiygs
ificu:tir ed as nil-OM'dually significant," either historically or arci itet;turally, in
the Nat.i.onll, vegi.ster nomination for the Kensington Historic District. the house is
pram i.nentl y locatcd on Carroll Mace, across from the Noyes Library and the perk
surrourxl i 1XJ tare 11011 ,e, of Brainard Warner, the original developer of Kensington. the
large props ty at 10234 Carroll Place is visually prominent on the approacia to the
ar.Ca from Connecticut Avenue,

In tjiis, 1oc<ation, there are Q1100-n Anne a:xt Foursquare houses with large yards and
LIM'., set back frcnn t1le street in a wooded, open setting. 'there is uniformity among
tjin hounos, a giial1ty of openness aixl a Xbythm to the streetscape, and a defined sense
of tiny, nix] Iflacn. ribose are the factors which were cited as the basis for
nicpr.ific,incre in U1e Nnt'ional. Register nomination for the district:

l ~p~r lon•u~ of 11nn~iu{( :u~A UnpnnunilY 11rYrlop411'UI
'1 i Cah•wi Sirvo 1, fC m •1~1 . Aungp,ik, !♦ mvlarrrl 214ol pol) !li 1•.3611
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Steven Yorr
✓ombor 17, 1988

zge 2

Me district is significant primarily for the collection of Late
19th and early 20th century houses which stand in a turn-of--the-
cerltury garden-like setting of curving streets, tall trees, and
miture shrubbery. 11he houses, which exli.ibit the influence of
QurNen Anne, Shingle, Eastlake, and Colonial. Revival styles, have a
uniformity of scale, design, and construction materials, that
cemlb.ine wiW1 their juxtaposition and placement upon the gently
loom►. te.rrilri to crGatE a significant urban neighs rhoad whidi

IretAni,ns Mich of its e.Irl.y 20th century environment,

It appoars drat any new construction on the two lots in question would have some
dcx3rM of 'advcrse effect on the dualities from which the district derives its historic

7910 setting of the house at 10234 Q-lrrol,l Place, with its lame yard
arx.i extcsr.^,ive :lhniblx-ry, would be altered by the proximity of new buildings on eillier
side, 711(%- historic; streetscape of large wooded lots and the sense of time arx3 place
conveyod k)y t1►i.s district would be cluinged by the introduction of greater density,

MIC Knnsitxjton fla.stori0 District previously has experienced some developmcilt that
is incomr;it:ible w:iUi the characteristics that qualified the district for listing in
tlic National. 1Zogi. ter. however, that developma- t has not been of sufficient nognitude
to . ' c~c~ aZni i 7n li sti.l We are not In a position o juc ge ictlior the
propo^ocl develolxncnt would alter that situation, but a significant trond in its,
d i rocti on c or-La.i nl y would.

In adoit.ion to the cc-ireful review afforded by your Commission, we encourage
conti.nuod efforts to secure the donation of historic preservation easements witizin the
district to Montg mery County or the M ryla►xl historical 'Rust.

We 11p1 drat our conm►caits will be useful to the comilission in your important
do.l i her. a t.i.ons .

Sincerely,

1 ll4vI' ex I inl:i'k-

Mark R. Edwards
Chief Programs Administrator-
Deputy State Historic ]Preservation Officer

MRC/pm
cc: Ms. Patricia McPherson

Ms. Mary Am Kephart
Ms. Roberta Mahn
14s. Eileen McGuckian
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

PREPARED BY: Jared B. Cooper

CASE NUMBER: #31/6 - 89J

SITE/DISTRICT NAME: Kensington

DISCUSSION:

DATE: May 9, 1989

TYPE OF REVIEW: HAWP

PROPERTY ADDRESS: 3925 Prospect Street
(Lot 13, Block 11)

The applicant is proposing construction of a new residence and garage on a
vacant lot on Prospect Street in the Kensington Historic District. The 50'
lot is situated between two existing late 19th century dwellings located
respectively at 3923 and 3927 Prospect Street. The proposal, and the
attendant issues, is very similar in many ways to the Avery-Flaherty
applications for infill development elsewhere in Kensington. Like the Avery
Flaherty application, this proposal has been reviewed with a fairly high
degree of scrutiny at the LAC level. As indicated in the attached LAC
comments, there was a great deal of concern over the impact of the proposed
infill development on the integrity of the neighborhood. Unfortunately, since
the Commission is being asked to make a decision on this application prior to
any court rulings on the Avery-Flaherty application, the same basic issue of
legal buildability vs. undesirable infill development remains to be resolved.
However, until such time as County law deals more specifically with this
issue, we must proceed as best we can.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff as no par icu ar concerns regarding the design, massing, or setback of
the proposed structure. Staff, however, feels that, much like the Carroll
Place neighborhood, there exists a suburban garden-like ambience which could
be destroyed to a great extent by infill construction - particularly in a
situation like this, where a relatively narrow lot is situated between two
pre-existing resources.

At this juncture, having not heard the applicant's complete justification
for this development proposal, staff would recommend denial of the
application. However, staff would like to encourage the Commission to work
with the applicant toward a solution which would minimize economic hardship.
Staff would further suggest that the applicant be encouraged to concentrate on
development of Lot 15 (HPC Case #31/6 - 89K), where potentital negative impact
on the historic district would be less severe. In addressing economic
hardship, it could also be noted that undeveloped lots, particularly in an
area like Kensington, often have great value, and evidence shows that very
large sums have been offered for this lot and others, with the sole intent of
preserving them as open space.

The applicant will be in attendance at Thursday's meeting. In the
meantime, please make a special effort to view the site, in order to make some
of your own judgements.

ATTACHMENTS:
1. pplication 2. LAC Comments
3. Elevation Drawings 4. Garage Elevations
5. Photos of Lot and Neighboring 6. Proposed Streetscape

Structures
7. Original 1890 Kensington Plat 8. Tree Survey

COMMISSION ACTION:
JBC:av
1110E
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INDEX OF MURRAY EXHIBITS

A. Letter from Town of Kensington

0

B. Murray Garage Plans

C. Approved-and Adopted Amendment to the Master Plan - Kensington Historic District

D. Elevations ,,Lot 13 ;

E. Elevations - Lot 15

F. Plot Plan and Streetscape renderings

G. Kensington Park and Planning Area Base Map

H. Design Guidelines Handbook For Historic Preservation

I. Minutes from December 15, 1988 HPC meeting (Avery-Flaherty applications)

J. Graphic of Original Plans for Lots 13 and 15, submitted to Kensington LAC

K. Graphic labeled "HPC Approvals" - photos of houses in area of Lots 13 and 15.

L. Graphic of Kensington "Horseshoe"

M. Graphic - Photos of houses within 1-block radius of 13/15 that sit on 50' lots

N. N(a) - Letter from Molly Murray, clarifying her opinion on prices of lots in Kensington

N(b) - Letter from R.A. McClelland, Broker, on fair market value of lots in Kensington

0. Resume of Shelly Rentsch, Landscape Architect

P. Graphic of Historic Subdivision Plans AA. HAWP of John/Vivian 0' Neill

Q. Graphic of Axonometric Massing Diagram BB. Letter from John/Evelyn Ullmann
urging lots be left classified

R. Graphic of Site Streetscape as buildable

S. Graphic of Architectural Inventory

T. Graphic of Historic Landscape Character

U. Graphic of Site Analysis

CC. Transmittal and Draft Amendment
to Master Plan: Kensington

DD. Contract Sipe/Murray for 3927
Prospect Street

V. Graphic of Landscape Master Plan EE. 50 Foot Lot Homes - Kensington Area

W. Historic Landscape Evaluation - EDAW, Inc. (Summary of Rentsch Testimony)

X. Graphic of Streetscape Character

Y. Resume of John Charles Nohly, Arborist

Z. Plot Plan

FF. Kensington "Horseshoe" Neighborhood
Density Plan

GG. Larger Lot Homes - Prospect St. Area
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Wilkes Numbered Exhibits:

1. Deed transferring lots from Turners to Murrays

2. Affidavit of Samuel M. Sipe, Jr.

3. Advertisement for 3927 Prospect Street

4. Letter from Karen Maury, attesting to fair market value of lots in Kensington

5. Deed transferring lot from Galvin to Carter, Inc.

6. Site Plan of Lot 18, Block 13, Kensington Park Subdivision (see deed for same, above)

7. Deed transferring lots from Jones to Avery-Flaherty Properties, Inc. (Lot 15, Block 2)

8. Deed transferring lots from Jones to Paul V. Flaherty (Lot 17, Block 2)

9. Kensington Park Original Subdivisio Plan (Horseshoe)

10. HPC Minutes from October 4, 1984 (Enders Application)

11. Enders Findings

12. HPC Minutes from May 17, 1984 (Kensington Evaluation)

13. Resume of Helen C. Wilkes

14. Graphic, Streetscape, North side of Prospect Street

15. Graphic _ Streetscape, South si'die of'Prospect Street

16. Small Graphic - Hugh Armstrong/Wilkes Rear Yardscape

17. Density Analysis

18.'18('a)'- Small Graphic - Harry Armstrong Residence - View west from Lot 13 to rear

18(b) - Small Graphic - Harry Armstrong Residence - View east from rear, across Lot 13
Garden, Looking Toward Rear of Armstrong Residence

18(c) - Small Graphic - Harry Armstrong Residence - noting natrualistic landscape

19. Small Graphic - Harry Armstrong Residence, 1989 naturalistic landscape still remains

20. Small Graphic - Wilkes Residence in relation to Lot 13
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Before The Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission

Application of Frank P. Murray

Before the Commission is the application of Frank P. Murray for an Historic Area
Work Permit (HAWP) for new construction at 3925 Prospect Street, (Lot 13, Block 11),
Kensington Park Subdivision, Kensington, Maryland.

PROCEDURE

Prior to the Commission's review of the application, the Kensington Local Advisory
Committee (LAC) reviewed the application on May 1, 1989. In response to the LAC's
comments, the applicant made revisions to his original plans. The Historic Preservation
Commission received the application in May 1989, and a public hearing was held on June
15, 1989. Two additional hearings were necessary (July 6, 1989 and July 21, 1989) so that
the applicant and the opposition could present their cases. The application was considered
jointly with another app lication for an Historic Area Work Permit filed by Mr. Murray for
new construction at 399 Prospect Street (Lot 15). The applicant appeared, represented by
counsel, and presented several witnesses and many exhibits for the Commission's
consideration. A number of Kensington residents appeared in opposition to the
application. One opponent, Helen Wilkes of 3923 Prospect Street (Lot 12), Kensington
was represented by counsel. At the conclusion of this final hearing (July 21, 1989), the
record was closed. All parties agreed that the Commission would issue its decision at its
next scheduled meeting on August 17, 1989. Having heard and considered all of the
testimony and exhibits found in the record, it is the decision of the Commission to deny the
application by Frank P. Murray for an Historic Area Work Permit for new construction at
3925 Prospect Street, pursuant to Section 24A-8(a) of the Montgomery County Code
(1984), as amended.

BACKGROUND

It is the purpose of Chapter 24A of the Montgomery County Code, "Preservation of
Historic Resources," to provide for the identification, designation, and regulation, for
purposes of protection, preservation, and continued use and enhancement of those sites,
structures with their appurtenances and environmental settings, and districts of historical,
archeological, architectural, or cultural value in that portion of Montgomery County within
the Maryland-Washington Regional District. Its further purpose is to preserve and
enhance the quality of life in the County, safeguard the historical and cultural heritage of
the County, strengthen the local economy, stabilize and improve property values in and
around historic area, foster civic beauty, and to preserve such sites, structures, and districts
for the education, welfare, and continued utilization and pleasure of the citizens of the
County, the State of Maryland and the United States of America.

The following terms are defined in Section 24A-2 of the Code:

Historic district: A group of historic
resources which are significant as a cohesive unit
and contribute to the historical, architectural,
archeological or cultural values within the
Maryland-Washington Regional District and
which has been so designated in the Master Plan
for Historic Preservation.



Historic resource: A district, site, building,
structure or object, including its appurtenances
and environmental setting, which is significant in
national, state or local history, architecture,
archaeology or culture.

Appurtenances and environmental setting: The
entire parcel, as of the date on which the historic
resource is designated on the master plan, and
structures thereon, on which is located an historic
resource, unless reduced by the commission, and
to which it relates physically and/or visually.
Appurtenances and environmental settings shall
include, but not be limited to, walkways and
driveways (whether paved or not), vegetation
(including trees, gardens, lawns), rocks, pasture,
cropland and waterways.

On July 7, 1986, the Montgomery County Council, sitting as the District Council,
approved a resolution designating the Kensington Historic District (#31/6), as an
amendment to the Master Plan for Historic Preservation. The amendment was adopted by
the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission (M-NCPPC), effective July
8, 1986.

It is the responsibility of the Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission
to preserve designated historic districts and historic sites in the county by means provided
in the Historic Preservation Ordinance. One of the primary methods of fulfilling this
responsibility is through the historic area work permit process.

It is the responsibility of an applicant for an historic area work permit to provide
"information sufficient to support the application and the burden of persuasion on all
questions of fact which are to be determined by the Commission." [Sec.24A-7( )(1)] The
plan submitted must meet at least one of the criteria set forth in Section 24A-8(b).

The Kensington Master Plan Amendments states:

According to [Section III of the Commission's
Guidelines for Historic District,] a Historic
District as identified, and if approved for inclusion
in the County's Master Plan for Historic
Preservation, shall consist of the entire area
represented by all of the historic resources with
their appurtenances and environmental setting.
Non-historic properties within the boundaries of
the Historic District are also subject to regulation,
as they are considered appurtenances and part of
the environmental setting of the historic resources
of the District..

In regard to the properties identified as secondary
resources -- that is visually contributing but non-
historic structures or vacant land within the
Kensington District -- the Ordinance requires the
Preservation Commission to be lenient in its
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judgment of plans for contemporary structures or
for plans involving new construction unless such
plans would seriously impair the historic or
architectural value of surrounding resources or
impair the character of the District. (Emphasis in
original)

EVIDENCE

The Kensington Master Plan Amendment states that four of the five properties on
the north side of Prospect Street are designated as primary resources: 3927, 3923, 3915 and
3911. Thus, the north side of Prospect Street is a primary resource area within the district.

The following exhibits and testimony were presented at the hearings:

Mr. Murray testified that he is the owner of a small business (Murray & Sons) and
has been building houses for 39 years. He said that he is not a "developer." Rather, he
buys lots (usually mfill), builds on them and then sells them. He built two houses in each of
the following years: 1988, 1987, and 1986. In 1985, he built eight houses. He bought the
property at 3927 Prospect Street with the purpose of developing the side yards (lots 13 and
15). Before he purchased the property, Mr. Murray stated that he contacted an official at
M-NCPPC, and determined that it was composed of properly subdivided, buildable lots.
On questioning, Mr. Murray replied that he had no experience as a builder in historic
districts, that he was unfamiliar with historic district regulations, and he had no information
or understanding of any limitations in that regard. Later, Ms. Molly Murray, the applicant's
daughter, testified, however, that her father was aware of building limitations in historic
district. She stated that when the Kensington property was purchased, she informed her
father that it was in the historic district and that certain guidelines had to be followed.

Mr. Murray testified that he entered into a contract to sell the house on Lot 14, with
settlement expected in mid-August. He refused to reveal his cost for the entire property

-- Lots 13, 14, and 15), or the price for which the house was being sold. (In his opening
statement, Mr. Chen, the applicant's attorney, indicated that Mr. Murray had out-of-pocket
expenses of $800,000 for the property and that he was losing $6,600 a month, although he
did not state specifically what these costs were.)

Mr. Murray testified that a Samuel Sipe, who lives on Western Avenue made him an
offer for the house and its side yard (Lots 14 and 13). According to Mr. Murray, Mr. Sipe
offered to "trade" his (Mr. Sipe's) house on Western Avenue for Lots 13 and 14. Mr.
Murray rejected the offer because of the traffic congestion of Western Avenue and because
Mr. Sipe's lot on Western Avenue was not subdivided. Mr. Murray indicated that there
was one other offer for Lot 13. According to Mr. Murray, a real estate agent approached
Mr. Murray and told him that some neighbors might give him $100,000 for Lot 13.
According to testimony, Mr. Murray stated he made a counter offer of $200,000 which was
rejected by the "neighbors."

Michael Patterson, the applicant's architect, testified that the proposal for Lot 13
(3925 Prospect Street) was designed in the simple "Victorian vernacular" mode, blending
well with the adjacent existing historic homes. He explained that it was not his intention to
design a "straight copy" of other structures in the district or neighborhood, but rather, to
provide compatible designs within the confines of setback and other zoning restrictions.
He added that he felt that the width, depth, and scale of the proposed structure was
compatible with the existing surrounding structures. He stressed that the plans before the
Commission were the product of three revisions, and that he had responded to the LAC's
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concerns by "pulling in" the structure as much as possible without resulting in an
uninhabitable house. In addition, Mr. Patterson stated that he did not believe that Lot 13
was a historic resource according to the definition in Section 24A-2 of the Code.

Ms. Shelly Rentsch, a landscape architect retained by the applicant, testified that the
proposed construction for Lots 13 and 15 (situated on the north side of Prospect Street)
would help to balance the streetscape in that the structures on the south side of Prospect
Street were more closer spaced than on the north side of the street. She defined
streetscape as the street views created by the interrelationship of structures, appurtenances,
and environmental setting. She added that, very often, infill construction is a very useful
tool in completing the streetscape. She also stated that in her opinion none of the existing
vegetation on Lot 13 was particularly significant or rare. She added that the boxwoods
situated on the lot would be moved to Lot 15 in order to preserve them. In summary, she
stated that she did not feel that the proposal would impair the historic district in any way,
but that it, along with the proposed construction on Lot 15, would reinforce the harmony of
the streetscape.

An arborist, Mr. John Nohly, also testified on behalf of the applicant. He stated
that the most substantial tree on Lot 13, a triple trunk Hemlock (34" caliper), was proposed
to be removed, but that it was not a particularly outstanding specimen, and had suffered
limb loss and insect damage. He further testified that the proposed construction would
result in the loss of many other trees on the lot. However, he indicated that none of the
trees were good specimens.

The applicant's daughter, Ms. Molly Murray, testified that she had been a realtor for
three and one-half Years and had worked for her father for the past six years. She stated
that if the Commission denied the applications for Lots 13 and 15, they would "lose money,"
even if they sold Lot 14. She indicated that she thought the fair market value of Lots 13
and 15 was $200,000 each. In support of this opinion, she produced a letter from an R.A.
McClelland, a real estate broker (Exhibit N(b)). However, on cross-examination, Ms.
Murray admitted that Mr. McClelland's letter was not an appraisal and that he did not use
any established appraisal methods in arriving at his determination of the fair market value
of either Lot 13 or 15. Upon further examination, Ms. Murray stated that Murray and Sons
had paid $720,000 for the property at 3927 Prospect Street (Lots 13, 14, 15).

The applicant presented many exhibits (A through GG), consisting of various
photoboards, maps, designs, and plans, all in support of both applications. Among the
exhibits was an excerpt from the testimony of Paul V. Flaherty, Jr. during the hearing on his
application for an historic area work permit for new construction at 10232 Carroll Place
(Lot 17, Block 2), Kensington Park Subdivision, Kensington, Maryland (Exhibit 1). Mr.
Flaherty testified that, in his opinion, the fair market value of Lot 17 (and another nearby
lot) was between $175,000 and $200,000. The hearing was held December 15, 1988.

Helen Wilkes, an adjoinin property owner (3923 Prospect Street), testified as a
professional architect (Exhibit 13 . She presented a series of exhibits which served to
quantitatively analyze the proposals for both Lot 13 and 15 in relation to the existing
development patterns in the immediate area, a hitherto unchanged part of the Kensington
Historic District (exhibits 17A-E). This analysis, she stated, showed that the proposed
construction would result in much narrower spacing between houses than that found
elsewhere on Prospect Street where the average distances between houses on the north and
south sides are 73.1 and 43.4 feet, respectively. It also demonstrated that the footprint of
the structure proposed for Lot 13 was larger than the footprint of the adjoining primary
resources where the average property coverage observed on the north and south sides of
Prospect street is currently 8.7 and 8.5 percent, respectively. Ms. Wilkes also pointed out
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that the proposed structure for Lot 13 was higher than the primary resource at 3923
Prospect Street and that the proposed structure would dominate the streetscape as a result.
She also indicated that the massing of the proposed structure was inappropriate in that it
was rectan&ular and block-like, quite unlike the more unevenly massed structures found
elsewhere in the neighborhood. In summary, the witness testified that the proposed
structure was larger than others on the street. She testified that, consequently, the
proposed construction would change the overall character along the north side of Prospect
Street. She submitted copies of period photographs of the Harry Armstrong property (3927
Prospect) documenting that Lots 13 and 15 historically were the side yard gardens for the
house at 3927 Prospect Street, and as such were the environmental setting component of
the historic resource(s) identified on the Plan in this part of the district.

Don Little, an architect and a member of the Kensington LAC, testified that the
applicant was actually proposing infill construction designed for an urban setting (with a
high degree of uniformity and lot boundary definition), when in fact the intention always
was for Kensington to be a suburban, park-like setting with an emphasis on green space.
He testified that the proposed fence was inappropriate in that it contributed to such
"definition." He added that Kensington was envisioned as an escape from the urban
environment and that the emphasis, in developing the area, always had been as much on
the natural environment as on the built environment.

Among the exhibits presented by Ms. Wilkes was the deed for the Lots, 13, 14 and
15 to the applicant and his wife for $720,000 (Exhibit 1). Also an affidavit from Samuel M.
Sipe, Jr., was presented (Exhibit 2). It differs from Mr. Murray's testimony regarding Mr.
Sipe's offer to purchase Lots 13 and 14. The affidavit states that the house on Lot 14 was
being offered by the applicant for $545,000. (Exhibit 3 is a copy of an advertisement for the
house for $545,000 listing Molly Murray as the reactor.) According to the affidavit, the
Sipes made an offer of $635,000 to purchase the house and Lot 13 as a side yard. The
written offer to purchase Lots 13 and 14 was made on February 11, 1989. According to the
affidavit, Mr. Murray responded the following day with a counter offer of $745,000.
According to the affidavit Mr. Murray stated that he had a separate offer from builders for
Lot 13 (the side yard) for approximately $200,000. The Sipes rejected the counter offer.

Exhibit 4, presented by the opposition, is a letter from Ms. Karen Maury, a real
estate broker. The letter states that within the last year, there have been two transfers of
lots in the Kensington Historic District - one for $105,000 and the other for $80,000. Ms.
Wilkes also provided the Commission with a copy of the deed (Exhibit 5) and plat (Exhibit
6) relating to the $105,000 transfer. Finally, Exhibits 7 and 8 are the deeds for the two lots
involved in the Flaherty hearing (both sold for $70,000).

Other witnesses appeared for the opposition presenting both written and verbal
testimony. Among the witnesses were representatives of the Town of Kensington, the
Kensington Historical Society, the Maryland Historical Trust, and several neighborhood
residents, including John O'Neill, an attorney who lives at 3915 Prospect Street. Their
testimony was in opposition to the proposals on Lot 13 and Lot 15.

MOTION TO RECUSE

At the start of the third and final hearing, the applicant moved to have
Commissioner Wagner recuse herself from any further participation in the hearing or
decision of the instant application. As ground for the motion, the applicant noted that
Commissioner Wagner lives within the Kensington Historic District. The applicant also
felt that the questions Commissioner Wagner asked revealed that she had pre-judged the
application.
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The motion is denied. First, the mere fact that a Commissioner lives in or near an
area which is the subject of Commission review is, without more, an insufficient basis upon
which to base a recusal. In this regard, the Commission notes that Commissioner Wagner
has previously obtained the opinion of the Chairman of the Montgomery County Ethics
Commission expressing the same view (copy attached). Second, Commissioner Wagner's
questions were simply the result of her active participation in the hearings. Some
Commissioners are more vocal than others. Commissioner Wagner's questions were
prompted by curiosity, not pre-judgment.

FINDINGS

The Kensington Master Plan Amendment details the findings of historical and
architectural significance that resulted in the placement of the historic district on the
Master Plan.

The town of Kensington began as a small
crossroads settlement along the Bladensburg
Turnpike, an early market road between the
County's major north/south route, Old
Georgetown Road, and the port of Bladensburg
on the Anacostia River in Prince George's
County. When the B&O Railroad was built in
1873, the crossroads settlement became known as
Knowles Station, named after the major land
holding family in the area.

By 1890, Knowles Station had developed into a
village of several hundred people, most of whom
were living north of the railroad. In that year,
Washington financier, Brainard H. Warner,
purchased and subdivided property to the south
and southwest of the railroad, naming the area
Kensington Park after the famous London suburb.
The subdivision was designed in the Victorian
manner with ample sized lots and a curvilinear
street pattern.

Warner established his own summer residence
and invited his friends to join him in this park-like
setting away from the heat and congestion of
Washington. It is this concentration of Victorian
period, residential structures located in the center
of the town which constitutes the core of the
historic district.

The district is architecturally significant as a
collection of late 19th and early 20th century
houses exhibiting a variety of architectural styles
popular during the Victorian period including
Queen Anne, Shingle, Eastlake and Colonial
Revival. The houses share a uniformity of scale,
set backs and construction materials that
contribute to the cohesiveness of the district's
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streetscapes. This uniformity, coupled with the
dominant design inherent in Warner's original
plan of subdivision. conveys a strong sense of both
time and place, that of a Victorian garden
suburb. (Emphasis Added.)

The proposals will effect all the historic resources located on the north side of
Prospect Street, four of which are indicated as primary resources in the historic district,
according to the Master Plan. Primary historic resources are those properties which
contribute to the historicity of the district and which possess architectural and/or historical
significance. The extant structures in this area, 3927 and 3923 Prospect Street were both
constructed circa 1904 in the Victorian manner by the Armstrong brothers, Harry and
Hugh. The houses exhibit typical features of the Queen Anne architectural substyle,
including ample front porches, steeply-pitched roofs, and asymmetrically-arranged gables.
The Harry Armstrong resource at 3927 Prospect is further distinguished by an unusual twin
able at the attic level. They are situated in an area which has survived as one of the most

intact and unaltered streetscapes in the Kensington Historic District. With few intrusions,
the north side of Prospect Street can be characterized as a "Victorian garden setting," with
mature picturesque trees, racious, informal yards, and large well-spaced residences
constructed near the turn of the century. It is this Victorian garden setting that earned
Kensington its placement on the Master Plan for Historic Preservation, as well as the
United States Department of the Interior, National Park Service National Register of
Historic Places.

The Commission finds that the structure proposed for Lot 13 would seriously impair
the extant streetscape along the north side of Prospect Street. As shown in Exhibit L, there
are presently only five structures located on the north side of Prospect Street, four of which
are historic. Each sits within a large tree-covered property. The existing streetscape
alternates rhythmically between residential structures amid these spacious yards. This
existing rhythm on Prospect Street (particularly on the north side) would be significantly
altered and virtually destroyed with the introduction of the proposed structure on Lot 13.
Also, the views of the existing historic structures and their "gardens" would be partially
obscured. They would no longer appear as focal objects in a garden-like setting, but rather
as members in a row of urban-like residences.

The Commission finds that the proposed structure for Lot 13 is overscaled for the
historic district in general and the existing streetscape of Prospect Street in particular. If
built as proposed, its height and square footage would make it, not only much larger than
the adjoining houses at 3923 (Lot 12) and 3927 (Lot 14) Prospect Street, but also much
larger than other houses in the vicinity. Its height and square footage are not compatible
with and would substantially alter the character and nature of this section of the historic
district. As a result, the characteristic uniformity and cohesiveness of the streetscape noted
in the Master Plan would be seriously impaired.

The coverage of the proposed house on its site, which has historically served as the
open space, and environmental setting for the house at 3927 Prospect Street which is an
identified historic resource, is such that the resulting relationship of house to "yard" would
be significantly different from the existing relationship of houses to "yards" in this area of
the historic district and is therefore incompatible with the character of the district.

The placement of the house on the site, which is an identified historic resource,
disrupts the existing rhythm of house to yard on this streetscape and is therefore
inappropriate to and incompatible with the character and nature of this section of the
historic district. The width of the proposed house and its placement with respect to the
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front property line is such that it would create a new rhythm of houses to yards, significantly
altering the traditional relationship that still exists in this part of the historic district. In
effect, the proposal would create a pronounced building "wall" along the street, thereby
creating an urban setting incompatible with the historical Victorian garden setting of the
district and the character of the district.

Without question, the proposed construction would also directly impact the natural
environment. The Commission finds that the proposed construction would destroy a
majority of the mature vegetation on Lot 13, dramatically altering the existing sylvan
setting of the existing historic resources in this part of the district. As Mr. Nohly pointed
out, the few remaining trees on Lot 13 could be irreparably damaged by construction
equipment or excavation. These trees and other vegetation are important components of
the "Victorian garden" setting which was referenced in the Master Plan. The Commission
finds that the proposal would substantially alter the garden-like environmental settings of
the adjoining properties, 3923 and 3927 Prospect Street, which are identified primary
resources in the District and, therefore, is inconsistent with the purpose of the ordinance.

Finally, the Commission finds the location of the proposed driveway is inappropriate
to and would impair the environmental setting of 3927 Prospect Street, an identified
primary resource in the historic district, by removing mature vegetation and a portion of
the existing side yard.

The applicant has suggested, though not directly argued, that if his application is not
favorably acted upon, he will be de rived of reasonable use of the property or suffer undue
hardship under Section 24A-8(b)(5S. This argument must be rejected. The applicant has
failed to prove that the denial of this single proposal will result in a "taking" of his property
under the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution.

First, the Commission notes that applicant bears the burden of proof on this and all
other questions of fact, Section 24A-7(g)(1). Second, the Commission's decision does not
deny the applicant all reasonable use of the property. We have simply determined that this
particular proposal is incompatible in character and nature with the surrounding resources
and the historic district and would seriously impair the architectural value of the
surrounding resources, as well as the character of the historic district as a whole. The
applicant is free to return to the Commission to discuss possible alternatives for the
development of this lot, Section 24A-6(d).

Finally, the applicant has not provided any evidence that the denial of this
application will cause him to suffer undue economic hardship. The applicant's attorney
stated that Mr. Murray was losing $6,600 a month, but this figure has been neither
explained nor documented. The applicant asserts that Lot 13 and Lot 15 are each worth
$200,000. The applicant further states that "[t]he cost of lots 13 and 15 dictate that a
certain level and quality of house be built on them." (Exhibit N(9a)). In support of the
$200,000 figure, the applicant has produced a letter from a real estate broker. (Exhibit
N(b)). The letter, however, was not the result of an appraisal conducted in accordance
with traditionally accepted appraisal techniques but, rather, merely represents the letter
writer's "feeling" as to the fair market value of Lots 13 and 15. The applicant also
presented the testimony of Paul V. Flaherty, Jr., a past Historic Area Work Permit
applicant. It is difficult to see how Mr. Flaherty's testimony provides any sort of reliable
indicator of the price of land in Kensington. Moreover, Mr. Flaherty's estimate of $175,000
to $200,000 each for his two lots (15 and 17) is certainly called into question in light of the
evidence that he bought each lot for only $70,000 (Exhibits 7 and 8). Also, there is
evidence in the record that during the last year lots in the Kensington Park Subdivision
transferred for substantially less than $200,000 (Exhibit 4).
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Regardless of the true value of the lots, no evidence has been presented to show
that if the instant proposals are not approved, the applicant will suffer undue economic
hardship. The Commission has been provided with nothing more than bold assertions that
the applicant will "lose money" if the application is rejected. The Commission finds that
the applicant has not met his burden of proof or persuasion on this issue.

Based on these facts and findings, and having heard and carefully considered all of
the testimony and exhibits and having inspected the property in question and the ways in
which it relates to its environmental setting and to the historic district, it is the decision of
the Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission that the application by Frank
P. Murray for an Historic Area Work Permit for new construction at 3925 Prospect Street
(Lot 13, Block 11), Kensington Park Subdivision, is denied and the Department of
Environmental Protection is instructed to withhold the permits.

If any parry is aggrieved by the decision of the Commission, pursuant to Section
24A-7(h) of the Montgomery County Code, an appeal may be filed with the Circuit Court
for Montgomery County, Maryland in the manner prescribed under Chapter 1100, Subtitle
B of the Maryland Rules of Procedure.

Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission



Before the Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission

Application of Frank P. Murray

Before the Commission is the application of Frank P. Murray for an
Historic Area Work Permit for new construction at 3925 Prospect Street, (Lot
13, Block 11), Kensington Park Subdivision, Kensington, Maryland.

Prior to the Commission's review of the application, the Kensington Local
Advisory Committee (LAC) reviewed the application on May 1, 1989. In response
to the LAC's comments, the applicant made revisions to his original plans.The
Historic Preservation Commission received the application in May, 1989, and a
public hearing was held on June 15, 1989. Two additional hearings were
necessary (July 6, 1989 and July 21, 1989) so that the applicant could present
his case. The application was considered jointly with another application for
an Historic Area Work Permit filed by Mr. Murray for new construction at 3929
Prospect Street (Lot 15). The applicant appeared, represented by counsel, and
presented several witnesses and many exhibits for the Commission's
consideration. A number of Kensington residents appeared in opposition to the
application. One opponent, Helen Wilkes of 3923 Prospect Street (Lot 12),
Kensington, enlisted the services of an attorney. At the conclusion of the
final hearing (July 21, 1989), the record was closed. All parties agreed that
the Commission would issue its decision at its next scheduled meeting on
August 17, 1989. Having heard and considered all of the testimony and
exhibits found in the record, it is the decision of the Commission to deny the
application by Frank P. Murray for an Historic Area Work Permit for new
construction at 3925 Prospect Street, pursuant to Section 24A-8(a) of the
Montgomery County Code (1984), as amended.

The following terms are defined in Section 24A-2 of the Code:

Historic district: A group of historic
resources which are significant as a cohesive
unit and contribute to the historical,
architectural, archeological or cultural values
within the Maryland-Washington Regional District
and which has been so designated in the master
plan for historic preservation.

Historic resource: A district, site, building,
structure or object, including its appurtenances
and environmental setting, which is significant
in national, state or local history,
architecture, archeology or culture.

Appurtenances and environmental setting: The
entire parcel, as of the date on which the
historic resource is designated on the master
plan, and structures thereon, on which is
located an historic resource, unless reduced by
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the commission, and to which it relates physically and/or
visually. Appurtenances and environmental settings shall
include, but not be limited to, walkways and driveways
(whether paved or not), vegetation (including trees,
gardens, lawns), rocks, pasture, cropland and waterways.

On July 7, 1986, the Montgomery County Council, sitting as the District
Council, approved a resolution designating the Kensington Historic District
(#31/6), as an amendment to the Master Plan for Historic Preservation. The
amendment was adopted by the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning
Commission (M-NCPPC), effective July 8, 1986. The Kensington, Master Plan
Amendment states:

According to [Section III of the Commission's
Guidelines for Historic Districts,] a Historic
District as identified, and if approved for
inclusion in the County's Master Plan for
Historic Preservation, shall consist of the
entire area represented by all of the historic
resources with their appurtenances and
environmental setting. Non-historic properties
within the boundaries of the Historic District
are also subject to regulation, as they are
considered appurtenances and part of the
environmental setting of the historic resources
of the District.

In regard to the properties identified as
secondary resources -- that is visually
contributing but non-historic structures or
vacant land within the Kensington District --
the Ordinance requires the Preservation
Commission to be lenient in its judgment of
plans for contemporary structures or for plans
involving new construction unless such plans
would seriously impair the historic or
architectural value of surrounding resources or
impair the character of the District. (Emphasis
in original)

The Kensington Master Plan Amendment reveals that the existing resources
on Lots 12 and 14 are both primary resources within the district. The Plan
also shows that Lots 13 and 15 are primary resources. Lots 13 and 15 were
vacant at the time of the Master Plan amendment.

The following exhibits and testimony were presented at the hearings:

Mr. Murray testified that he is the owner of a small business (Murray &
Sons) and had been building houses for 39 years. He said that he is not a
"developer". Rather, he buys lots (usually infill), builds on them, and then
sells them. He built two houses in each of the following years: 1988, 1987,
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and 1986. In 1985, he built eight houses. He bought Lots 13, 14 and 15 with
the purpose of developing the vacant lots (13 and 15). Before he purchased
the lots, he contacted an official at M-NCPPC, and determined that they were
properly subdivided, buildable lots. Mr. Murray testified that he entered
into a contract to sell the house on Lot 14, with settlement expected in
mid-August. He refused to reveal his cost for all three lots, or the price
that Lot 14 was being sold for. (In his opening statement, Mr. Chen, the
applicant's attorney, indicated that Mr. Murray had out-of-pocket expenses of
$800,000 for all three lots and that he was losing $6,600 a month).

Mr. Murray testified that a Samuel Sipe, who lives on Western Avenue,
made him an offer for Lots 13 and 14. According to Mr. Murray, Mr. Sipe
offered to "trade" his (Mr. Sipe's) house on Western Avenue for Lots 13 and
14. Mr. Murray rejected the offer because of the traffic congestion of
Western Avenue and because Mr. Sipe's lot on Western Avenue was not
subdivided. Mr. Murray indicated that there was one other offer for Lot 13.
A real estate agent approached Mr. Murray and told him that some neighbors
might give him $100,000 for Lot 13. Mr. Murray made a counter offer of
$200,000 which, apparently, was rejected by the "neighbors".

Michael Patterson, the applicant's architect, testified that the proposal
for Lot 13 (3925 Prospect Street) was designed in the "simple Victorian
vernacular " mode, blending well with the adjacent existing historic
resources. He explained that it was not his intention to design a "straight
copy" of other structures in the district or neighborhood, but rather, to
provide compatible designs within the confines of setback and other zoning
restrictions. He added that he felt that the width, depth, and scale of the
proposed structure was compatible with the existing surrounding structures.
He stressed that the plans before the Commission were the product of three
revisions, and that he had responded to the LAC's concerns by "pulling in" the
structure as much as possible without resulting in an uninhabitable house. In
summary, Mr. Patterson stated that he did not believe that Lot 13 was a
historic resource, according to the definition in Section 24A-2 of the Code.

Ms. Shelly Rentsch, a landscape architect retained by the applicant,
testified that the proposed construction for Lots 13 and 15 (situated on the
north side of Prospect Street) would help to balance the streetscape, in that
the structures on the south side of Prospect Street were more closely spaced
than on the north side of the street. Streetscape is defined as the street
views created by the interrelationship of structures, appurtenances, and
environmental setting. She added that, very often, infill construction is a
very useful tool in completing the streetscape. She also stated that in her
opinion none of the existing vegetation on Lot 13 was particularly significant
or rare. She added that the Boxwoods situated on the lot would be moved to
Lot 15 in order to preserve them. In summary, she stated that she did not
feel that the proposal would impair the historic district in any way, but that
it, along with the proposed construction on Lot 15, would reinforce the
harmony of the streetscape.
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An arborist, Mr. John Nohly, also testified on behalf of the applicant.
He stated that the most substantial tree on Lot 13, a triple trunk Hemlock
(34" caliper), was proposed to be removed, but that it was not a particularly
outstanding specimen, and had suffered limb loss and insect damage. He
further testified that the proposed construction would result in the loss of
many other trees on the lot. However, he indicated that none of the trees
were good specimens.

The applicant's daughter, Ms. Molly Murray, testified that she had been a
realtor for 3 1/2 years and had worked for her father for the past six years.
She stated that if the Commission denied the applications for Lots 13 and 15,
they would "lose money", even if they sold Lot 14. She indicated that she
thought the fair market value of Lots 13 and 15 was $200,000 each. In support
of this opinion, she produced a letter from an R.A. McClelland, a real estate
broker (Exhibit N(b)). However, on cross-examination, Ms. Murray admitted
that Mr. McClelland's letter was not an appraisal and that he did not use any
established appraisal methods in arriving at his determination of the fair
market value of either Lot 13 or Lot 15. Upon further examination, Ms. Murray
stated that Lots 13, 14, and 15 were purchased for $720,000.

The applicant presented many exhibits (A through GG), consisting of
various photoboards, maps, designs, and plans, all in support of both
applications. Among the exhibits was an excerpt from the testimony of Paul V.
Flaherty, Jr. during the hearing on his application for an Historic Area Work
Permit for new construction at 10232 Carroll Place (Lot 17, Block 2),
Kensington Park Subdivision, Kensington, Maryland (Exhibit I). Mr. Flaherty
testified that, in his opinion, the fair market value of Lot 17 (and another
nearby vacant lot) was between $175,000 and $200,000. The hearing was held
December 15, 1988.

Helen Wilkes, an adjoining property owner (Lot 12), testified as a
professional architect (Exhibit 13). She presented a series of exhibits which
served to quantitatively analyze the proposals for both Lot 13 and 15 in
relation to existing structures and lot sizes in the district (Exhibits 17A -
17E). This analysis, she contended, showed that the proposed construction
would result in much narrower spaces between houses than that found elsewhere
on Prospect Street. It also demonstrated that the footprint (lot coverage) of
the structure proposed for Lot 13 was larger than the footprint of the
structures located on Lots 12 and 14. Ms. Wilkes also pointed out that the
proposed structure for Lot 13 was higher than the existing structure on Lot
12, and that it would dominate the streetscape as a result. She also
indicated that the massing of the proposed structure was inappropriate in that
it was rectangular and block-like, quite unlike the more unevenly massed
structures found elsewhere in the neighborhood. In summary, the witness
testified that the proposed structure was larger than others on the street.
She testified that, consequently, the proposed construction would impair the
overall character along the north side of Prospect Street (large lots and a
park-like setting), and that the existing structures should be viewed as
objects in the landscape. She submitted copies of period photographs of the
structure on Lot 14, showing that Lot 13, along with Lot 15, was historically
used as a garden for Lot 14.
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Don Little, an architect and a member of the Kensington LAC, testified
that the applicant was actually proposing infill construction designed for an
urban setting (with a high degree of uniformity and lot boundary definition),
when in fact the intention always was for Kensington to be a suburban
park-like setting with an emphasis on green space. He testified that the
proposed fence was inappropriate in that it contributed to such "definition."
He added that Kensington was envisioned as an escape from the urban
environment and that the emphasis, in developing the area, always had been as
much on the natural environment as on the built environment.

Among the exhibits presented by Ms. Wilkes was the deed for Lots 13, 14,
and 15 to the applicant and his wife for $720,000 (Exhibit 1). Also, an
affidavit from Samuel M. Sipe, Jr. was presented (Exhibit 2). It differs from
Mr. Murray's testimony regarding Mr. Sipe's offer to purchase Lots 13 and 14.
The affidavit states that the house on Lot 14 was being offered by the
applicant for $545,000 (exhibit 3 is a copy of an advertisement for the house
on Lot 14 for $545,000, listing Molly Murray as the realtor), but the Sipes
made an offer of $635,000 for the house and Lot 13, as a side yard. The
written offer to purchase Lots 13 and 14 was made on February 11, 1989. The
following day, Mr. Murray responded with a counter offer of $745,000.
Apparently, Mr. Murray already had a separate offer from builders for Lot 13
(the side yard) for approximately $200,000. The Sipes rejected the counter
offer.

Exhibit 4 is a letter from Ms. Karen Maury, a real estate broker. The
letter states that within the last year, there have been two transfers of
vacant land in Kensington - one for $105,000 and the other for $80,000. Ms.
Wilkes also provided the Commission with a copy of the deed (Exhibit 5) and
plat (Exhibit 6) relating to the $105,000 transfer. Finally, Exhibits 7 and 8
are the deeds for the two vacant lots involved  i n the Flaherty hearing (both
sold for $70,000).

Other witnesses appeared for the opposition presenting both written and
verbal testimony. Among them were the Town of Kensington, the Kensington
Historical Society, the Maryland Historical Trust, and several neighborhood
residents, including John O'Neill, an attorney who lives at 3915 Prospect
Street. Their testimony was in opposition to the proposals on Lot 13 and Lot
15 although, since Lot 15 is larger, there was a tendency to be more concerned
about the proposal for Lot 13.

Motion to Recuse

At the start of the third and final hearing, the applicant moved to have
Commissioner Wagner recuse herself from any further participation in the
hearing or decision of the instant application. As grounds for the motion,
the applicant noted that Commissioner Wagner lives within the Kensington
Historic District. The applicant also felt that the questions Commissioner
Wagner asked revealed that she had pre-judged the application.
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The motion is denied. First, the mere fact that a Commissioner lives in
or near an area which is the subject of Commission review is, without more, an
insufficient basis upon which to base a recusal. In this regard, the
Commission notes that Commissioner Wagner has previously obtained the opinion
of the Chairman of the Montgomery County Ethics Commission expressing the same
view (copy attached). Second, Commissioner Wagner's questions were simply the
result of her active participation in the hearings. Some Commissioners are
more vocal than others. Commissioner Wagner's questions were prompted by
curiosity, not pre-judgment.

Findin4s

The Kensington Master Plan Amendment details the findings of historical
and architectural significance that resulted in the placement of the historic
district on the Master Plan.

The town of Kensington began as a small
crossroads settlement along the Bladensburg
Turnpike, an early market road between the
County's major north/south route, Old Georgetown
Road, and the port of Bladensburg on the
Anacostia River in Prince George's County. When
the B&O Railroad was built in 1873, the
crossroads settlement became known as Knowles
Station, named after the major land holding
family in the area.

By 1890, Knowles Station had developed into a
village of several hundred people, most of whom
were living north of the railroad. In that
year, Washington financier, Brainard H. Warner,
purchased and subdivided property to the south
and southwest of the railroad, naming the are
Kensington Park after the famous London suburb.
The subdivision was designed in the Victorian
manner with ample sized lots and a curvilinear
street pattern.

Warner established his own summer residence and
invited his friends to join him in this
park-like setting away from the heat and
congestion of Washington. It is this
concentration of Victorian period, residential
structures located in the center of the town
which constitutes the core of the historic
district.
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The district is architecturally significant as a
collection of late 19th and early 20th century
houses exhibiting a variety of architectural
styles popular during the Victorian period,
including Queen Anne, Shingle, Eastlake and
Colonial Revival. The houses share a uniformity
of scale, set backs and construction materials
that contribute to the cohesiveness of the
district's streetscapes. This uniformity,
coupled with the dominant design inherent in
Warner's original plan of subdivision, conveys a
strong sense of both time and place, that of a
Victorian garden suburb (Emphasis added).

The affected historic resources located on Lots 12 and 14 are primary
resources in the historic district, according to the Master Plan. Primary
historic resources are those which contribute to the historicity of the
district and which possess architectural and/or historical significance. The
structures on these two lots were both constructed circa 1904 in the Victorian
manner. They exhibit typical features of the Queen Anne substyle, including
large decorative porches, steeply pitched roofs, and asymmetrically arranged
gables. They are situated in an area which has survived as one of the most
intact and unaltered streetscapes in the Kensington Historic District. With
few intrusions, the north side of Prospect Street can be characterized as a
"Victorian garden setting", with mature picturesque trees and large
well-spaced residences constructed near the turn of the century. It is this
Victorian garden setting that earned Kensington its placement on the Master
Plan for Historic Preservation, as well as the National Register of Historic
Places.

The Commission finds that the structure proposed for Lot 13 would
seriously impair this existing streetscape along the north side of Prospect
Street. As shown in Exhibit L, there are presently only four historic
resources located on the north side of Prospect Street and they are separated
by large tree-covered yards. The existing streetscape alternates rhythmically
between residential structures and spacious yards. This existing rhythm on
Prospect Street (particularly on the north side) would be significantly
altered and virtually destroyed with the introduction of the proposed
structure on Lot 13. Also, the views of the existing structures on Lots 12
and 14 from the street would be partially obscured. They would no longer
appear as focal objects in a garden-like setting, but as a less significant
link in a row of urban-like residences.

The Commission finds that the proposed structure for Lot 13 is overscaled
for the historic district. If built, its height and square footage would make
it, not only much larger than the adjoining primary resources at 3923 (Lot 12)
and 3927 (Lot 14) Prospect Street, but also much larger than other resources
in the vicinity. As a result, the characteristic uniformity and cohesiveness
of the streetscape noted in the Master Plan would be seriously impaired.
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Without question, the proposed construction would also directly impact the
natural environment. The Commission finds that the construction will destroy
a majority of the mature vegetation on Lot 13, dramatically altering the
sylvan setting of the resources at 3923 (Lot 12) and 3927 (Lot 14) Prospect
Street (Exhibit Z). As Mr. Nohly pointed out, the few remaining trees on Lot
13 could be irreparably damaged by construction equipment or excavation.
These trees and other vegetation contribute to the "Victorian garden" setting
which was referenced in the Master Plan. Furthermore, this wooded area
constitutes a significant part of the environmental setting for the historic
resource on Lot 14.

Finally, the Commission finds that the proposed driveway will impair the
environmental setting of the primary resource at 3927 Prospect Street (Lot 14)
by removing trees and a portion of the existing side yard.

The applicant has suggested, though not directly argued, that if his
application is not favorably acted upon, he will be deprived of reasonable use
of the property or suffer undue hardship under Section 24A-8(b)(5). This
argument must be rejected. The applicant has failed to prove that the denial
of this single proposal will result in a "taking" of his property under the
fifth amendment to the United States Constitution.

First, the Commission notes that applicant bears the burden of proof on
this and all other questions of fact, Section 24A-7(g)(1). Second, the
Commission's decision does not deny the applicant all reasonable use of the
property. We have simply determined that this particular proposal would
seriously impair the architectural value of the surrounding resources, as well
as the character of the historic district as a whole. The Commission invites
the applicant to return to us to discuss possible alternatives for the
development of this lot, Section 24A-6(d).

Finally, the applicant has not provided any evidence that the denial of
this application will cause him to suffer undue economic hardship. The
applicant's attorney cryptically stated that Mr. Murray was losing $6,600 a
month, but this figure has been neither explained nor documented. The
applicant asserts that Lot 13 and Lot 15 are each worth $200,000. The
applicant further states that "[t]he cost of lots 13 and 15 dictate that a
certain level and quality of house be built on them." (Exhibit N(a)). In
support of the $200,000 figure, the applicant has produced a letter from a
real estate broker. (Exhibit N(b)). The letter, however, was not the result
of an appraisal conducted in accordance with traditionally accepted appraisal
techniques but, rather, merely represents the letter writer's "feeling" as to
the fair market value of Lots 13 and 15. The applicant also presented the
testimony of Paul V. Flaherty, Jr., another past Historic Area Work Permit
applicant. It is difficult to see how Mr. Flaherty's obviously self-serving
testimony provides any sort of reliable indicator of the price of land in
Kensington. Moreover, Mr. Flaherty's estimate of $175,000 to $200,000 each
for his two lots (15 and 17) is certainly called into question when one
realizes that he bought each lot for only $70,000 (Exhibits 7 and 8). Also,
there is evidence in the record that during the last year vacant lots were
transferred for substantially less than $200,000 (Exhibit 4).



Regardless of the true value of the vacant lots, no evidence has been
presented to show that if the instant proposals are not approved, the
applicant will suffer undue economic hardship. The Commission has been
provided with nothing more than bold assertions that the applicant will "lose
money" if the application is rejected. The Commission finds that the
applicant has not met his burden of proof or persuasion on this issue.

Based on these facts and findings, and having heard and carefully
considered all of the testimony and exhibits contained in the record, it is
the decision of the Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission that
the application by Frank P. Murray for an Historic Area Work Permit for new
construction at 3925 Prospect Street (Lot 13, Block 11), Kensington Park
Subdivision, is denied.

If any party is aggrieved by the decision of the Commission, pursuant to
Section 24A - 7(h) of the Montgomery County Code, an appeal may be filed with
the Circuit Court for Montgomery County, Maryland in the manner prescribed
under Chapter 1100, Subtitle B of the Maryland Rules of Procedure.

Jeffrey Miskin, Chairperson
Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission

JBC: EL: av
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May 11, 1989

Ms. Barbara H. Wagner
3915 Baltimore Street
Kensington, Maryland 20895

Dear Ms. Wagner:

The Ethics Commission has reviewed your request for
guidance regarding your membership on the Historic Preservation
Commission and voting on matters regarding the Kensington
Historic District as you are an owner/restorer of a property in
Kensington.

Your interest in a property in the Kensington Historic
District was known by the appointing authority prior to your
appointment to the Commission. Due to this disclosure, you are
not precluded from discussing or voting on matters regarding

d- properties in the Kensington Historic District in fulfillment
of your duties on the Commission. However, in matters
regarding any properties you own or in which you have a
personal financial interest, you must refrain from any
discussions and voting.__ Such activity would, of course, be a
conflict of interest and a violation of the Ethics law.

The Commission trusts that this guidance will be helpful to
you in carrying out your responsibilities on the Historic
Preservation Commission. Please feel free to contact us for
further assistance if it should be needed.

DEJ:BMM:bmm

Sincerely,

Donald E. Je ferson
Chairman

Ethics Commission

Room 200, 50 Monroe Street, Rockville, Maryland 20850, 301/279-1041
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Minutes of the Kensington Local Advisory Comittee
Town Hall May 1, 1989 8:00 P.M.

Attendance Present: Dempster, Little, Jones, tossing, Mattingly,
C arming Schruben, Hanks-Hem, Schulmanman  .

28 people were in the audience.
1. The minutes of the last -meeting were approved.

2. Tree Ccamtittee.7be town requested a death certificate on trees
located at 3918 Prospect St, 3934 and 3924 Baltimore St. Dr.
Lossing examined the trees and notified the town that they were
dead.

Dr. Lossing stated that Mr.Donald Jackson, arborist and owner of
Treemasters would be willing to provide informal consultation to
the Tree Co mnittee regarding whether trees were dead or
rehabilitatable.

A Work Permit Application was received for some trees at 10216
Kensington Parkway.

3. Treasurers Report. $739 balance in the account.

4. Tuesday, May 16th from 6-8 PM
Champagne Reception and Awards Ceremony for Best Historic
Preservation Project. Stratkv=r Hall.

5. HPC "Expedited" Historical Area Work Permits. A case of a chimney
replacement and a case of a County Permit given without
notification that he needed a Historic Work Permit. (Item 1)

6. The L.A.C. reviewed the somatic chart proposed by the Historic
Preservation Coma scion for handling Historic Area Work Permits.
(Item 2).

7. A mailing is to be developed to be sent to the residents of the
town explaining the HPC and the LAC, and how to get a permit for
repairs, construction and tree removal.(

8. Approved Minutes should be sent to the Onirrman (2 copies). To the
town (one copy).

9. Montgomery Preservation Seminar will be held May 11 in Takcma
Park.

10. Letter to County Coxmcil regarding amendment to Hist Pres.
ordinance which would shift the appeals process from the circuit
court to the board of appeals. The LAC went on record against this
virtual downgrading of the entire ordinance. (Item 3).
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11. 3824 Warner St. Proposed deck at the rear of the property. MXICIN:
70 APPROVE TIM C39MMCrIC N OF A = WITH RAILUC. Carried.

.12. Mr. Chen and Mr. Patterson presented Mr. Murray's application.
The application was Clete at this point including the tree
survey. It was noted that the new submission resulted in the
building on lot 13 beimg reversed, to save numerous trees.
Furthermore, the house on lot 15 was cut down so that it had a
front elevation reduced frcan 64 feet to 53 feet, by moving the
garage to the back of the.lot.

Points were made frown the Audience.
1. Mrs. Allen for The Wilkes. The Wilkes tried to buy the

intervening lot, offering them 100,000.

2. Mrs.Wilkes referenced numerous problems in the proposed
development including shrinking the space between houses
F rown about 45 feet to as few as 16 to 18 feet.

3. A petition was read to the effect that many neighbors are
opposed to any development on the lots. There were 92
signatures.

4. Mr. O'Neil stated that the proposed development would
totally disrupt the rhythm of the street and cause a
clumping on houses on the north end of the street.

13. General points made by ccruaittee members.
1. The south side of the Prospect St. has more houses, but they

are smaller, and with good spacing.
2. The north side of Prospect historically has a open lot

spacing between each house.

14. Lot 13 house: Remarks
1. The facade width is too great. The roof line is too tall.
2. The applicant didn't respond to a prior request to enumerate

materials including siding and porch railing detail.It is
requested that the porches be screened underneath.

3. The tree survey failed to take into account inevitable
damage to root balls with expected death of reining trees,
including four hemlock trees on the south property line. The
advice of an arborist should be sought to improve the
chances of survival for these trees. Drip -lines are needed
on the tree survey.

4. The house is too long, and blocks the view up and down the
back yards of other houses.

5. The house is shaped life a warehouse with a Victorian-esque
treatment of the street elevation.

6. There is a size conflict between the bay and the chianey
with the proposed driveway.
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7. The removal of landscaping materials to lot 15 is not

acceptable.
8. The proposed house is too massive compared to the resource

houses on the same side of the street.
9 The rhythm of the street scape is altered by the size and

massing of the house.
10. The proposed asphalt driveway is inconsistent with resource

properties and the .Mown in general.
]MOTION: TO DISAPPROVE THE APPIZCATICN,CN THE CFCUND6 STATED IN THE
HISTORIC PRESEIZVATICTt ORDINANCE SECTION 24 A-8 on the grounds
mentioned above. Carried 8'TO 0.

15. lot 15 house: Pjemarks

1. The facade width is too great.
2. The front semicircular drive would reduce greenspace and

in inconsistent with the streetscape and site context with
regard to street edges.

3. The proposed house is too massive caTared to the resource
houses on the same side of the street.

16. 3915 Baltimore St. Fence.
NOTION: TO APPROVE Tim APPLICATION. Failed 3 to 5.
NOTICN: TO APPROVE 'THE APPLSCATION, WITH = MODIFICATION THAT ~
FENCE BE TRANSPARENT (WOOD OR QRDEN WIRE) TOMRD6 IOT 9, AND ALSO
WHERE THE FENCE JOGS BACK, P R TAT ~ ~ TO BALTIMORE STREET, TO JOIN
UM HOUSE. 8 TO 0.

-17. 10320 Fawcett St. Questions were asked regarding the application
procedure, and the owner mentioned an alteration of an addition,
an building of a picket fence, and the covering of a poured
concrete foundation with brick.

18. MOTION TO ADJOURN (AT 12:52.)

Respectfully submitted,

John H. Tossing
Recording Secretary
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Summary of Testimony re. proposed Development at
3927 Prospect Street, Kensington, MD

Helen Crettier Wilkes, AIA

I. North side of Prospect Street stands as one of the few
unspoiled examples of the suburban garden park street-
scape envisioned in the design of Brainard Warner's
Master Plan for the town of Kensington Park. The
Historic District of Kensington is characterized by:

A. Large lots.
B. Uniformity of scale.
C. Cohesiveness of streetscapes.
D. A park-like setting.
E. A strong sense of time and place.

It is these characteristics which have brought
Kensington recognition as an area worthy of Historic
District status.

II. Analysis
A. Large lots.

1. frontages for existing four Historic Resources
(from west to east): 222.5 feet, 125 feet, 125
feet, 100 feet.

2. There are presently 5 houses on the north side
of Prospect Street to 14 platted lots.

3. If all remaining lots on north side were
approved for development, ratio of new homes
to Historic Resources would be 9:4. This
substantial amount of infill development would
inalterably impair the historic character of
Prospect Street. At what point is balance
upset such that Historic District status -is
threatened? This important point was made by
the Maryland Historic Trust in a letter to the
M.C. Historic Preservation Commission during
the Carroll Place proceedings (See attachment
1.).

B. Uniformity of Scale
C. Cohesiveness of streetscape.

1. Uniform setbacks (50 ft on north side, 25 feet
on south side).

2. Irregular massing.
3. Front porches, which provide transition

between indoor and outdoor spaces.
4. Density of houses (solid) to open spaces

(void) .
a. Minimum distance between any two houses

on north side is presently 42.75 feet.
b. Even on south side of street, where

houses are smaller and much closer to the
street, minimum distance between houses
in 27.5 feet.
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C* Proposed development would produce
minimum distances between existing
Resources and new houses of 18.0 feet and
1.8.25 feet.

D. Park-like setting
1. Produced by large spacing between houses and

large front and back yards.
2. Each of the 4 Historic Resources sits in the

landscape as in a suburban garden park.
3. Significant mature landscaping has been

preserved on each lot, enhancing this
park-like characteristic. The proposed
development would result in destruction of a
substantial amount of this landscaping.

E. Strong sense of time and place
1. Each historic estate on the north side is for

the most part preserved in its original state.
2. Additions and alterations to the houses have

not altered significantly the above-listed
characteristics.

IIT. Lot 13 - Analysis
A. Scale

1. Footprint of proposed house is much larger
than those of existing Resources on either
side.

2. Footprint is 21 feet longer than Wilkes house
(to the east).

3. House is taller than and uphill from Wilkes
house, would dominate and possibly hover over.

B. Massing
1. Rectangular block footprint and massing are

uncharacteristic of Queen Anne style emulated
by facades.

2. Long, proportionally narrow form reads more
like a "shotgun" house than like the
irregular, blocky massing of typical period
houses in Kensington.

C. Changes to "appurtenances and environmental set-
ting" as protected by the M.C. Historic Preservation
Ordinance would be drastic and irreversible.
1. Removal of majority of large trees and

boxwoods necessary for construction.
2. Many of remaining trees may be damaged

irreparable or killed by construction
excavation or equipment.

3. New houses would dominate rather than defer to
existing Resources.

D. Analysis reveals that no house would be appropriate
on Lot 13.
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IV. Lot 15 — Analysis
A. Scale

1. House is much larger than any on Prospect
Street or than most in historic Kensington.

2. Scale and formal arrangement might be appro-
priate for a generous corner lot, but not for
an infill lot.

B. Changes to "appurtenances and environmental
setting" would be drastic and irreversible.
1. Many large trees and most of small trees (many

of which are flowering dogwoods) would have to
be removed.

2. Semi-circular driveway inappropriate in
Historic Kensington and would cause removal of
far more trees and shrubs than is necessary.

V. Changes to Streetscape
A. Rhythm

1. Relationship of open space to built is such
that open spaces dominate overwhelmingly on
north side.

2.
on south side relationship is never less than
1:1, with exception of atypical recent brick
house at east end of street.

3. Proposed large concentration of massing on
lots 12— 15 with distances of only 18 feet
between some houses, would severely alter and
impair the existing streetscape.

4. Proposed development on Lot 13 is a marked
aberration from established rhythm on either
side of street.

B. Frontages
1. Estate frontages on north side (west to east)

go from:
Existing: 222.5 feet, 125 feet, 125 feet, 100

feet.
Proposed: 122.5 feet, 50 feet, 50 feet, 125

feet, 125 feet, 100 feet.
2. Open space between houses

a. Presently:
1. 64 feet between Murray/Turner house

and Wilkes house.
2. 140 feet between Wilkes house and

house to east (O'Neil house).
3. 45.75 feet between O'Neil house and.

house to east.
b. Proposed:

1. 37.75 feet between house on lot 15
and Murray/Turner house.

2. 18.25 feet between Murray/Turner
house and house on Lot 13.

3. 18 feet between house on Lot 13 and
Wilkes house.
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VI. Summary
A. Developer Murray had option to sell at least Lot 13

with existing house, as was desired by so many
buyers, but sold house without any of adjoining
land instead; Wilkeses made an offer to buy Lot 13
as well.

B. Proposed construction would be inappropriate,
inconsistent with and detrimental to the
preservation, enhancement and protection of the
Historic District as set forth in the M.C. Historic
Preservation Ordinance,

C. Potential negative impact on Historic District
status as cited in Maryland Historic Trust letter
is a crucial point of consideration.

Attachments:
1. Maryland Historic Trust letter
2. Map diagram, "Existing Development"
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Mr. Steven Xarr, Chairman
Morntg= --ry county historic
Preservation corrrmission

51 Monroe Stroot
Rockville, Marylaixl 20850

02nr. Mr. Farr:

William,  Dollald srhackr

%ti ~ ..,~••lZ i'1` ;armor

ti l, t -~,.. _.' ~ ~tY. 1~" ~aaluclinc )! I. Ziogr•rs
i + „t.c~Y ~'cu Sctrc(ory, DIXD
WOO

November 17, 1988

jibe Maryland historical Trust, the State's lead agency foi- historic preservation,
Iris been contaated by a group of Kensington residents representing the Carroll Place
Preservation Co'ramittee. These residents have requested our agency to provide cocinnents
to the Montgomery County historic Preservation Cm nission on the proposed development.
by Avery-Flaherty on Carroll place in the Kensirxjton Historic District. We uixierstand
that information on the issue will be presented at the Commission's meeting on
7bursday, Noven>ber 17.

Mule the Trust has examined information provided to us by the Committee, we
cannot ascertain the CvMleteness of the data provided to us. In particular, we have
not had the opportunity to review detailed final arrhitectural and site plans for the
prorbsod new construction. As the case before you appears conplex, and demands
thoughtful analysis over a longer period, our office cannot offer an unformed opinion
at this time on the design details of the proposed development.

We do, however, have a sufficient understanding of the concept of the develorxroant
to be able to assess its general effcct within the context of the district listing on
t11e National Rogister of historic Places.

A., we urxlerst.anc3 the proposed dovelolmnt, houses would be built on eithor side
of 7.0234 Carroa,.l l'llace, a Queen Anne house which is one of only a few buildzrr.-js
1c101,tif;ed an "il-O-Mduala,y significant," either historically or arenitecturally., in
t11e Nntional, Rogi.stor nomination for the Kensington Historic Distract. r1he house is
pram i nentl y located oil Carroll Place, across from the Noyes Library and the park
surroundiix) the hou ,e of 13rainard Warner, the original developer of Kensi.lxlton. the
larch pzoperty at 10234 Carroll Place is visually prominent on the approach to the
at-ca front Connecticut Avenue.

1n this lockition, there are Queen Anne and Foursquare Douses wi.tli large yams and
L'im -, set kkick froln Uie street in a wooded, open setting. Zliere is uiziformity among
the hounos, a cloal ity or openness and a rhythm to the streetsrape, and a defined sense
of l..i nxr nrxi jfl ace. Those are the factors which were cited as the basis for
F.i(j16.fiQ-ulce in U1e Nat..ional. Rcgist-er nomination for the district:

IIli 11,1111i11Rijildl i „l rIV I), a Gyunrhl
is (;,fn.~~ tifn•rl, I(,,,,ni 416, Anngp,dit, U,ijtw~l 1)4O) {sot) !)i4-:11; l
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Steven Karr
✓emiber 17, 1988

.age 2

'lire district is significant primarily for the collection of late
19t1i and early 20th century houses which stand in a turn-of-the-
century garden-like setting of curving streets, tall trees, and
mature shrubbery. fibe houses, which pxhilait the influence of
Que.-on Anne, Shingle, Eastlake, and Colonial Revival styles, have a
un.iCormity of scale, design, and construction materials, that
cortib.i ne wiWi their juxtaposition and placenmit upon the gently
slot:.; n,j tc-rrairi to breate a significrant urban neighborhood whidi

y-nN-kins mic i of its Parl.y 20th century environment.

1't oppoarr., t:liiat any new constniction on the two lots in question would have some
(lc\groo of ndvorse effect on the qualities from which the district derives its historic
significance. ]lie setti►xj of the house at 1.02.34 Carroll Place, with its large yard
~~1x1cxtojinivo ! f;hru lxry, would be altered by the proximity of new buildings on eiWer
skirl.. 1.1be ilir:tor.ic; streetscape of large wooded lots and the sense of time rind place
conveyed by tl►i. s district would be changed by the introduction of greater density.

Me Kt~tisi ivjton 1131 storic district previously has experienced some developmelit that
i:, incomrxitible with the characteristics that qualified the district for listing in
tiie Nat i.onn). Ro<jfst cr. I owovor, that develpImpt has not been of sufficient magnitude
to , ' eo aal^ci i 7ea0d, II We are not ~» a position o Judge iC ier the
propo^ncl develotxncnt would alter that situation, but a significant trond im its
direction c:orta.inly would.

In addition to Uie careful review afforded by your Cotim►i$sion, we encouriage
continued efforts to secure the donation of historic preservation easements within tlit'
district to Montgomery County or the Marylatxl Historical 'frost.

We Iznpc that our comments will be useful, to the cc mnission in your important
do.13 ire r. a t .i.ons .

Sincerely,

Mark R. Edwards
Chef Programs Administrator-
Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer

Mite/rant
cc: Ms. Patricia McMerson

Ms. Mary %nn Kephart
Ms. Roberta Mahn
Ms. Eileen MaGuckian
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Kensington originated as an agricultural community alongside the
Bladensburg Turnpike. The turnpike was a market road between Old
Georgetown Road (the north/south route through Montgomery County) and
Bladensburg, a port on the Anacostia River in neighboring Prince George's
County. The farmers in Kensington and surrounding areas carried their
tobacco to Bladensburg where it would be exchanged for goods arriving on
British ships.

When the railroad line was built in 1873 from Washington D. C. to
Western Maryland, it crossed the market road. The little crossroads
settlement then became '~:nowa as raowlcs Station, after the Knowles
family who conveyed land to the railroad company. In 1890, Brainard
Warner, a government clerk is Washington, D. C. during the Civil War,
invested is real estate at Knowles Station and-developed the community
into a Gay Nineties sine= retreat. He changed the name to KeasLagton
after visiting the Kensington in England. In 1894; the town became
incorporated, with a mayor and council.

Connecticut Avenue divides the town. The main businesses lie south,
of the railroad, with small industries on the north. Kensington is
comprised of the first public library in Montgomery County and a 1927
Armory which now serves as municipal offices and meeting hall. Two
museums (a Victorian parlor and a toy museum) are also in the A_-=ory.
A World War 11 memorial, and the railroad station, built in 1893, are
other historical attractions. The town consists of 304 acres. The
population is approximately 2,200. Very, little land has been annexed to
the. town since 1890. The architecture is a mixture, ranging fro= the
altered far3aouses, to country Victorian, to modern.

-The -Warner home, now the Carroll wanor Nursing Home is sited on a
circular lot near the southern border of the town. Its style was Queen
Anne with subdued interior trim. An owl motif is the nantel and door
try is st:L 1 vtslble end is of interest as it is the motif of the library
which Mr. Warner built and donated to the town. A large barn vi.th twin
cupolas' is- extant. - This property is at 10231 Carroll Place.

10226 Carroll'-°lace, built ca:' 1894, is also a Queen Anne design.
It has a three-sided porch with a corner entrance. Seven steps lead :o
a triangular pediment, which has moulding of a foliate design in flits
tyapanu=. A balustrade, with turned balusters, runs the entire length
of the porch. The newel posts are capped with carved wooden spheres. The
architrave at the porch roof is comprised of curved brackets supported
by colonectes. At the antes are double doors with double Lights.

There is a turret on the southeast side of the :rouse. It is decorats_d
with scalloped shingles, which cover the space between the second and
third floor windows. This large turret has a hexagonal pvrami.dal roof
which is topped with a weathervane. Ad;acent to the turret is a do ̂ er
with double windows and a triangular pediment with the foliate rot_= is
the t-jspanum. A smaller turret is located midway on the east side of the
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7. Description - Con't.

house; it has three twelve-pane windows.

Most of the windows, with lightly turned lintels are double-hung, sash,
with single panes in the upper and lower sections. The west side of the
house contains unique verticle windows; three on the second floor are stained
glass, while the three directly below on the first floor are plain glass.
There are three roundels on the east, west and north ends, with a spoke pattern.
The east end also contains one arched verticle window. Two other gable dormers
are duplicaLes of the one on the south side of the house. Cutters are built
into the wood eaves on both floors. On the west side there is a two-story bay
window. A hip roof and two chimneys, with rows of brick forming a molded
cornice at the top, are additional features of this house. Another striking fea-
ture is the second-story window treatment on the south side; double windows project
as a semi-rhombic bay. The original carriage house is on the grounds.

On the interior, a large entry hall is off a vestibule. There are front
and back stairs, the former being paneled, with large and elaborately turned
newel posts (which were stored away, but are presently being re-installed).
Three sets of over-sized, sliding doors- are to be found at the living room,
dining room, and the library entry. Ornamental medallions surround the ceiling
light-fixtures and the cornice mouldings have a foliate motif. There are four
fireplaces with decorative trim in the form of flowers, leaves, cherubs, and
animals. The hearths contain ceramic tile.

10304 Kensington Parkway is another good example of the Queen Anne style.
This house has a brick ground story and timber and shingle, first through third
floors. A large porch surrounds most of the three sides of the first floor
with a stick style balustrade and newel posts, and a straight entablature
above slightly turned colonettes. A pediment, with a foliate motif in the
tympanum,- is over the porch door. There is a three-story turret on the northwest
dormer, the top story having recessed rectangular windows. The turret has a
hexagonal pyramidal roof topped by a finial.

The house has a hip roof with three dormers, each containing two small
rectangular windows. The front dormer has a stick style tympanum over a small
two-story bay, broken by the porch roof. The other two have tympanums of
shingle siding, and rest over a two-story bay.

The windows have plain lintels, are double hung, single-pane with glazing
in the upper and lower parts on the first and second floors.

The facade composition is simple and well balanced. Clapboard siding,
other than scalloped shingles at the second floor base and on the thirdfloor
turret, gives the house a horizontal scale. All first and second story ,4indows
have shutters. One chimney has a molded brick cornice at the cope and the
other is straight-topped. The first-floor gutters are built into the wood
eaves. It is believed that this house was a "catalog" house, and has a gain at
10400 Montgomery avenue.
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7. Description - Con't.

10213 Montgomery Avenue is a typical Georgian Revival style. This

symmetrical house, with two chimneys'on each side, has a rectangular plan.

The main, or west entrance, has a central, trabeated door with two side

lights and a glass transom. Over the entry, supported by two fluted pilasters,

is a swan's neck pediment with a rosette in the center of each volute.
Miniature rosettes are also in the capitals of the pilasters. An acorn motif

is at the center. Further ornamentation is a row of.dentils in the entablature.

The house, of clapboard, with a brick basement wall, has a hip roof and
four dormers, the largest being on the west front. There are three separate
porches, the side porches having tapering Tuscan columns set on square wooden
plinths. The house also has two, two-story bay windows on either side. The
windows are double-hung sash with six-over-six lights, and have plain lintels.
The eaves have classic cornices.

The interior of the house has its original pine flooring, and both a
front and back stairs. The coping of the front stairs is curved around the
newel post. A motif of bull's eye molding is carried out on the window and
door cornices. The.fireplace mantel in the living room is supported by
fluted pilasters with plain capitals; the library fireplace is paneled; and
the dining room fireplace, which is the most decorative, has dentils in the
mantel trim, with supports of detached Ionic colonettes. The hearths
contain ceramic tile. The house was built ca. 1892; the arthitect was
Edward Woltz of Washington, D. C. & .

3924 Baltimore Street was in the same family from its erection in 1901
until 1977, when it was purchased by its second owner. The eldest daughter
was a doctor and had her office built on the right portion of the wrap-around
porch. The house was designed by T. H. Medford of Washington, D. C., and
built by A. C. Warthen of Kensington.

Exterior details are simple on this Victorian Georgian style. The first-
story porch has square columns, stick balustrade and wooden modillions in
the cornice. The house was stuccoed over its original clapboard ca. 1924.
Giving the house a country villa appearance was a second-story porch, a duplicate
of the first-story porch. (A portion remains, above the doctor's for=er
office.) The back wing is original and contains a partry and kitchen designed
to accommodate a wood-burning stove for cooking.

Three dormers are built into the hip roof. The dormers, with jerkin
head roofs, contain double windows. A chimney, containing a molded cornice,
is at the very center of the roof. The back, two-story section has a rather
plain chimney. All windows, other than the dormer windows, are double-hung,
sash, with single pane, top and 'bottom; some windows have six lights over
four. The second floor windows are shuttered. The transomed, front double
door is symmetrically located and has glass in its upper portion.

The details on the interior of this house belie the simple exterior.
The molding and carved woodwork have not been altered or painted. Four
fireplaces, also unaltered, are grouped around the great center chrnev. The
two, in the entry hall and back parlor, have rather plain mantels, but the other
two, in the dining room and front parlor, have ceramic tile hearths and
lavishly ornate mantels and overriantels. The decorative trim consists of
astragal, egg and dart, shell and foliate carvings; and pilasters with

Ionic capitals, and colonectes, also with the Ionic or{er.
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1. Description - Con't.

Set high into the tall and wide trabeated entry into the parlor and
dining room are hand-carved screens with a rising sun as the basic motif.
This is repeated over a former window (now a door leading into the former
medical office). There are both back and front stairs, the latter having fluted
newel posts, one serving as a support member, and extending upward to the
second story.

The second floor has four rooms, one being a cedar-paneled darkroom with
a red stained glass window (the original owner was an amateur turn-of-the
century photographer who captured many of the Kensington structures on film).
Another room on the second floor, one with a southern exposure, has a wall
comprised primarily of windows, which were formerly part of ceiling skylights,
replaced by a roof. The third floor contains three rooms. Three-quarter
round, turned beading, to protect some of the plaster corners is extant in the
house.

10320 Fawcett Street is believed to have been -built in the 1880's, and
is probably typical of the town's "farce" type architecture before Warner's
development. The house is "T" shaped in plan; the three ends of the "T" are
gables. There are two chimneys, one located at the central intersection of'the
two gables, and the other located to the far right side of the facade. The
latter chimney is diagonally placed. Except for shingles in each of the
large pedimented gables, the'house is of German clapboard. In. the pediment of
each gable is a strip of subdued trim, surrounding the shingles, with small
rosettes at each end and at the apex.

The windows are double hung sash with two lights over two. They are
separated by a large verticle mullion, and there are shutters by each window.
The lintels are lightly carved, and the sills have small wooden consoles. A
porch runs around the front and down to one-half of each side. On the
right portion only is a balustrade with sawn art balusters. The porch posts
are plain, square stock with slightly ornate brackets at the cornice, which also
has wooden modillions. A shed addition is at the rear of the house.

A former side porch is now a bathroom which is entered by the old exterior
door, the window in the uppor portion of the door having been painted over.

The rooms in this house have tall ceilings. The diagonally-placed
fireplace in the former parlor has fluted pilasters with plain capitals and
mantel. A small carved ornament on the entablature resembles a ^ictorian
stencil design in that the leaves on the foliate are heart-sha-zed. The entry
into the parlor and from the parlor to an adjoining room is very wide post and
lintel, and both show evidence of having wide double doors. Bull's eye
molding is apparent throughout on both doors and windows, and this motif is
on the second fireplace, which has paneled pilasters. A single turn stairuay
has a carved newel post and on the stairway wall is a stained glass window -
with twelve small sections surrounding a large square.

10314 Fawcett Street is a New England Dutch Colonial gambrel roof
architectural style. The unique aspect of this house is that is is a
cross-gambrel, with gambrels protruding from each side of the ridge line.
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1. Description - Con't.

The northern gambrel facade contains a vent port and double windows

(double hung, sash, one-over-one) and a stained glass alindow. The southern

3 gambrel section contains a vent port and two windows; the lower story

contains French doors leading to a garden.

The front facade has the entry right of center, and to the left, two
windows (double-hung, nine-over-nine), are at first-story level. Two
windows (double-hung, six-over-six) and a vent port are in the second story.

` The house is of clapboard, with a huge foundation/basement wall of
ashlar. For many years, the basement floor was of soil. Formerly, the house

j contained two kitchens, but the main kitchen has been remodeled as a dining
room, with the former summer kitchen utilized as the present kitchen. The
pantry is still used as a pantry. However, the wall between the former
dining room and parlor was removed, making one large living room.

.i
:•F The entrance hall has a double-turn stairway with newel posts containing-

egg and dart carving and capped with wooden-shaped urns. The cornices of the
j doors and windows throughout the house have a carved circular molding in the

corners. Two plaster corners in the second story hall are protected by a
? three-quarter round bead. In the attic, the wooden water tank, which was

once serviced by a windmill, is intact.

There are two chimneys; one is a new addition on the south living room
wall, replacing a former window. 11he other is the original, centrally
placed, with the fireplace in the library. It has a small Klimsch type
flower/foliate decoration, two carved consoles under the mantel, and pilasters-,
with plain capitals.
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Despite the threats of urban sprawl, the town of Kensington has -
maintained its small town atmosphere and character. Also, despite
the architectural changes by modernization, the town still has its small
late-Victorian era enclave which was grouped around the first public
library in the Greater Washington Area.

Although pre-1890's and modern styles of architecture are
represented in the residential and older commercial sections of the town,
the predominant impression 'is one of the turn-of-the-century—large homes
with porches, towers, turrets, subdued Gingerbread trim, brick sidewalks,
and picket fences.

Many of the social organizations in Kensington date back to its
early years and have provided a continuity and stability. The
library, a social center along with the churches, is now a children's
library. The first co-op nursery school was formed in Kensington and
still exi ts. The Woman's Club, founded in 1899, was one of the first
La Maryland,.and has remained a strong force and consciousness-raiser.
The town government,, formed in 1894, contributes to the cohesiveness of
the residential body and allows participation by the citizens.

Several of the commercial buildings predate the incorporation of
the town, and Kensington is presently known for its "Antique Row."
Architectural reminders of yesteryear are present—the old ice cream
parlor now a boutique, an old press building/newspaper office now a
physician's office, a former general store currently a small department
store; and one of Montgomery County's five remaining railroad stations
is in Kensington. Other buildings, ranging from a 1927 National Guard
Armory to an outgrown modem post office, have undergone adaptive use.
The Kensington townspeople take pride in their past. The town has a
photographic record, second only to that of the county seat. The
Woman's Club matched a grant, given by the Maryland Bicentennial
Commission, to the county historical society to initiate an oral history
program. Thus, many Kensington residents have been orally taped for
their memories of life in the past.

Originally, Kensington was part of a land grant conveyed to
Col. William Joseph in 1689. Col. Joseph was a state official, and
land records show the grant was called "Joseph's Park" for years. Then,
Daniel Carroll of the famous Maryland Carroll family, just before his
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death in 1751, acquired about half of "Joseph's Park" due to a mortgage

foreclosure.

An 1865 cadastral map shows about five landholders, the Knowles family

being a prominent one. At the time of the Centennial of America, Kensington
had a population of seventy.. However, with the advent of the railroad, in
1873, which provided a north-south transportation line, and the Bladensburg
Turnpike,a market road which provided an east-west linkage, the little
crossroads became known as Knowles Station. An 1879 cadastral map shows the
railroad track running through the Knowles farm, and the map also shows a
post office.

By 1880, the town had two general stores, both of which are extant.
Both the post office and the waiting room for train travelers were probably
housed in one of the stores. The Knowles property, part of which had
already been sold to the railroad company, was sold for development, with a
resubdivision occuring eleven years later. A second development was
recorded in 1888, north of the railroad, so that by 1890, the portion south
of the rail line was not as developed as that on the north. At this point,
Brainard H. Warner came.on the scene.

Brainard Warner came to Washington, D. C., in 1863 to work as a clerk
in a Civil War hospital. Constance Green, in her history of Washington,
describes Warner as "an unknown country boy who came to work as a government
clerk and who found undreamed-of riches in real estate." He was only sixteen,
but letters written to his father back in Pennsylvania show a keen power of
observation and maturity. When he set his sights on Knowles Station in 1890,
he was wealthy and had also invested in real estate enterprises in Takoma
Park, Forest Glen, and in the Chautauqua at Glen Echo.

At Knowles Station, Warner purchased about 125 acres which included the
site for his own home. He then acquired additional land which allowed him
access to the railroad, and in November 1890, he filed a plat map under the
name of Kensington Park, allegedly because he was so impressed with the
Kensington in England after a trip abroad. He then invited his friends"to
build homes.,as a summer retreat. For his own home, he purchased an old
farm house from Spencer Jones, remodeled it, and landscaped the grounds to
blend with the circular siting. At that time, the two large turrets were
probably added. Warner's main home was a red brick mansion at 2100 Massachu-
setts Avenue in the "millionaire" section,.near DuPont Circle in Washington,
D. C., but he summered in Kensington, and for years his Queen Anne style
country home was the scene of much social and political activity. .garner was
President of the powerful D. C. Board of Trade, founder and first President
of the Washington Loan and Trust- Co. and founder of the first Republican
newspaper, published in Kensington. He had many friends in Washington, D. C.,
one being the Editor of the Washington Star, Crosby Noyes. Noyes and Warner
conceived the idea of the library, with Warner donating the land and Noyes
stocking the shelves with books left over from the Star's book review
section. Mr. Warner also donated the land for the rr~ e b terian Church. Today
the church, called the Warner :Memorial Presbyterian, and the library, known
as the Noyes Library, commemorate the memory of Warner's father and his friend,
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Crosby Noyes. Another contribution to the town by Mr. Warner was the Town

Hall; however, it was destroyed by fire in 1899.

Kensington was also known as the "windmill village." A visitor
described the town as follows:

"I recall very vividly my first visit to Kensington in
1892. The Town impressed me as looking like a cemetary,
white-washed tree-boxes all over the place and board
walks running up and down the hills. The B. b 0. R.R. had
at that time only a single track and there were very few houses
--few and far between and they stood in the blazing sun. The
so-called streets were dirt roads. The only lights were coal
oil lamps, as there was no gas, electricity, telephones, water,
or sewers. Every house had its own well and water was pumped
into the houses by windmills, whose tall towers gave the
impression of a town in the oil regions of the west."

In 1893, Kensington received its railroad station. In 1895, the
street car line was extended from Chevy Chase. Thus, even before the
advent of the automobile, Kensington became a year-round residential area
with its excellent commuting routes. In the early 1900's, a promotional
brochure stated:

Kensington forms the terminus of one of the most charming
automobile trips out of Washington. The autoist can
traverse the entire length of Connecticut Ave. which ends
in the heartof Kensington and can then take the splendid
road to Wheaton, Maryland.

President Wilson is said to have driven out to enjoy the country air.
Mrs. Calvin Coolidge and Alexander Graham Bell were visitors at the Anna
Rhinehart School for the Deaf, which occupied one of the large Victorian
homes, and which pioneered in lip-reading methods.

Between 1908 and 1920, a large portion of the remaining undeveloped
land in Kensington was.coaverted to new residences. The architecture became
a mixture, as Frank Lloyd Wright's "prairie school" design and bungalows were
the rage in America. The larger homes were of the Georgian style with Cape
Cods scattered about.

Prior to World War II, Kensington's emphasis on education resulted in
a new Junior High School, after a hotly debated lower county contest. A two-
story brick elementary school had been erected in 1917. In 1927, the state
placed an Armory in Kensington on land which was the site of cwo.frame schools.

A World War II memorial can be seen at one of the main entrances to
Kensington. Despite the post war development and the building of communities
adjacent to the Kensington border, the town has retained its cultural ties to
the past. The town center is the present Town Hall (the old Armory) which
houses the mayor's office, meeting rooms, a Victorian parlor, a children's
museum and.a large hall for exhibitions and activities. The Kensington
Historical Society was formed in 1977 with historic preservation as one of its
main goals.
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APPENDIX IV

Listing of Properties Within the
Proposed Kensington Master Plan Historic District

Street Name

Armory Avenue

Baltimore Street

Calvert Place

Carroll Place

Connecticut Avenue

Fawcett Street

Freeman Place

Howard Avenue

Kensington Parkway

Mitchell Street

Montgomery Avenue

Prospect Street

St. Paul Street

Warner Street

Washington Street
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Street Numbers

10301 - 10421

3806 - 3951

3709 & 3819

10216 - 10231

10205 - 10211, 10308

10300 - 10426

10310 - 10316

3716 - 3794

10200 - 10312 - even house numbers
only

3710

10213 - 10420

3906 - 4011

10500 & 10531 - 10549, 10600, 10606,

and 10608

3810, 3812, 3820 and 3924

3948 - 3904, 3820 - 3708
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MASTER PLAN FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION:

' KENSINGTON HISTORIC DISTRICT
ATLAS #31/6'

October 1986

An amendment to the Sector Plan for the Town of Kensington and
Vicinity, May 1978; being also an amendment to the General Plan
for the Physical Development of the Maryland-Washington Regional
District and to the Master Plan of Highways within Montgomery
County, Maryland.
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THE MARYLAND-NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION

The Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission is a
bi-county agency created by the General Assembly of Maryland in
1927. The Commission's geographic authority extends to the great
majority of Montgomery and Prince George's Counties; the Maryland-
Washington Regional District (M-NCPPC planning jurisdiction)
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ment or extension of the General Plan for the physical
development of the Maryland-Washington Regional District;

(2) The acquisition, development, operation, and mainte-
nance of a public park system; and

(3) In Prince George's County only, the operation of the
entire County public recreation program.

The Commission operates in each county through a Planning Board
appointed by and responsible to the county government. All local
plans, recommendations on zoning amendments, administration of
subdivision regulations, and general administration of parks are
responsibilities of the-Planning Boards.
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INTRODUCTION

In July 1979, the County established permanent tools for
protecting and preserving its historic and architectural heritage
by adopting a functional Master Plan for Historic Preservation
and enacting a Historic Preservation Ordinance, which is Chapter
24A of the Montgomery County Code.

The-Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission was
created with the enactment of the County's Historic Preservation
Ordinance and was charged with the responsibility of researching
and evaluating historic resources according to criteria specified
in the Ordinance. The Preservation Commission then recommends
those worthy of preservation to the Montgomery County Planning
Board for inclusion in the Master Plan for Historic Preservation
and protection under the Ordinance.

THE AMENDMENT PROCESS

Upon receiving a recommendation from the Historic Preserva-
tion Commission, the Planning Board holds a public hearing to
make its determination using the same criteria, considering the
purposes of the Ordinance, and balancing the importance of the
historic resource with other public interests.

Like the Master Plan itself, these amendments would not
attempt to specifically delineate the.appurtenanc.es and environ-
mental setting for.each resource. As a general rule, the re-
source would be recommended for placement with its original or
existing property boundaries or, in the event of subdivision, at
least the minimum size lot permitted by the zone in which the
resource occurs, unless the Planning Board, upon the advice of
the Historic Preservation Commission, finds that a larger area is
essential to preserve the integrity of the site. The Master Plan
Amendment will, however, indicate where the environmental setting
is subject to refinement in the event of development. Where
applicable, the amendment will describe an appropriate setting
and specify those features of the site and their location rela-
tive to the resource that the setting is intended to protect. It
is anticipated that for a majority of the sites designated, the
appropriate point at which to refine the environmental setting
will be when the property is subdivided. Designation of the
entire parcel at the time of placement on the Master Plan will
therefore allow the maximum flexibility to preserve the site
while retaining the ability to be responsive to development plans
which recognize important features of the resource.

Once designated on the Master Plan for Historic Preserva-
tion, any substantial changes to the exterior of a resource or
its environmental setting must be reviewed by the Historic Pre-
servation Commission and a historic area work permit issued. The
Ordinance also empowers the County's Department of Environmental
Protection and the Historic Preservation Commission to prevent
the demolition of historic buildings through neglect.
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It is the intent of the Master Plan and Ordinance to provide
a system for evaluating, protecting and enhancing Montgomery
County's heritage for the benefit of present and future resi-
dents. The accompanying challenge is to weave protection of this
heritage into the County's planning program so as to maximize
community support for preservation and minimize infringement on
private property rights.

THE AMENDMENT
KENSINGTON HISTORIC DISTRICT

Atlas #31/6

The purpose of the following amendment is to designate the
Kensington Historic District as delineated in Figure 3 on the
Master Plan for Historic Preservation thereby extending to the
area the protection of the Historic Preservation Ordinance,
Chapter 24A of the Montgomery County Code.

Finding of Historical & Architectural Significance

The town of Kensington began as a small crossroads settle-
ment along the Bladensburg Turnpike, an early market road between
the County's major north/south route, Old Georgetown Road, and
the port of Bladensburg on the Anacostia River in Prince George's
County. When the B&O Railroad was built in 1873, the crossroads
settlement became known as Knowles Station, named after the major
land holding family in the area.

By 1890, Knowles Station had developed into a village of
several hundred people most of whom were living north of the
railroad. In that year, Washington financier, Brainard H. Warner
purchased and subdivided property to the south and southwest of
the railroad, naming the area Kensington Park after the famous
London suburb. The subdivision was designed in the Victorian
manner with ample sized lots and a curvilinear street pattern.

Warner established his own summer residence and invited his
friends to join him in this park-like setting away from the heat
and congestion of Washington. It is this concentration of Victo-
rian period, residential structures located in the center of the
town which constitutes the core of the historic district.

The district is architecturally significant as a collection
of late 19th and early 20th Century houses exhibiting a variety
of architectural styles popular during the Victorian period in-
cluding Queen Anne, Shingle, Eastlake and Colonial Revival. The
houses share a uniformity of scale, set backs and construction
materials that contribute to the cohesiveness of the district's
streetscapes. This uniformity, coupled with the dominant design
inherent in Warner's original plan of subdivision, conveys a
strong sense of both time and place, that of a Victorian garden
suburb.



0
Ordinance Criteria & District Guideline Values

The Kensington Historic District specifically meets
criteria: la and 2a of the Ordinance which states:

"1. Historical and Cultural Significance:

The historic resource:

a. has character, interest or value as part
of the development, heritage or cultural
characteristics of the County, State or
nation.

2. Architectural and Design Significance:

The historic resource:

a. embodies the distinctive characteristics
of a type, period or method of construc-
tion."

District Boundaries

The Kensington Historic District is wholly located within
the Town of Kensington. The district includes residential sec-
tions along both sides of Connecticut Avenue, the commercial area
along Howard Avenue, and also incorporates a northern annex of
period structures along the east side of St. Paul Street. The
general outline of the district is shown in Figure 3. However,
the district also specifically excludes properties within a sub-
area as shown in Figure 4, leaving only the right-of-ways in that
subarea as part of the Kensington Historic District.

IMPLEMENTATION

Historic Area Work Permit Process

As noted earlier, once designated on the Master Plan, signi-
ficant changes to resources within a historic district must be
reviewed by the Historic Preservation Commission and a historic
area work permit issued under Sections 24A-6, 7, and 8 of the
Historic Preservation Ordinance.

The Historic Preservation Commission has developed Guidelines
to assist individuals wishing to nominate potential Districts
and individual property owners within designated Districts. The
general philosophy of these Guidelines is that Historic Districts
are living and working areas where special attention is paid to
protecting those qualities which make them significant resources
for the County. They must not become areas where protective
concerns override all other activities. For example, in rural
districts, not only can vernacular architecture and important
settings be protected, but working farms can be sustained to



provide close to market produce,and rural villages retained to
provide local small-scale goods and services.

According to the Guidelines, a Historic District as identi-
fied, and if approved for inclusion in the County's Master Plan
for Historic Preservation, shall consist of the entire area
represented by all of the historic resources with their appurte-
nances and environmental setting. Non-historic properties within
the boundaries of the Historic District are also- subject to
regulation, as they are considered appurtenances and part of the
environmental setting of the historic resources of the District.

In regard to the properties identified as secondary
resources--that is visually contributing but non-historic struc-
tures or vacant land within the Kensington District--the Ordi-
nance requires the Preservation Commission to be lenient in its
judgment of plans for contemporary structures or for plans in-
volving new construction unless such plans would, seriously impair
the historic or architectural value of surrounding resources or
impair the character of the District.

Local Advisory Committees

The Guidelines encourage the establishment of local advisory
committees for District supervision where appropriate, e.g.,
local municipalities may wish to appoint such committees for
Historic Districts lying within their jurisdiction. The commit-
tees' work can include development of local design review guide-
lines which set a standard for physical changes which can be made
in the District. They also monitor design activities in their
Districts for the County Commission. Local guidelines may be
based on the Design Guidelines Handbook, and are subject to the
approval of the Commission.

Preservation Incentives

Appendix A of the Master Plan for Historic Preservation
outlines a number of federal and state incentives for designated
historic properties including tax credits, tax benefits possible
through the granting of easements on historic properties and
outright grant or low interest loan programs.

In addition to these federal and state incentives, the
Montgomery County Council passed legislation in September 1984 to
provide for a tax credit against County real property taxes in
order to encourage the restoration and preservation.of privately
owned structures located in the County. The credit applies to
properties designated on the Master Plan for Historic Preserva-
tion either individually or as recognized resources within a
designated Historic District. (Chapter 52, Art. VI.)

4
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The Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission,

together with the County's Department of Finance, administers the
tax credit. Information concerning the eligibility requirements
and application procedures for the credit is available through
the Preservation Commission at 251-2799.
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Figure 1

KENSINGTON VICINITY MAP
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Figure

LOCAL KENSINGT
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Listing of Properties Within the
Proposed Kensington Master Plan Historic District

Street Name Street Numbers

Armory Avenue 10301 - 10421

Baltimore Street 3806 - 3951

Calvert Place 3709 & 3819

Carroll Place 10216 - 10234

Connecticut Avenue 10205 - 10211, 10308

Fawcett Street 10300 - 10426

Freeman Place 10310 - 10316

Howard Avenue 3716 - 3794

Kensington Parkway 10200 — 10312 - even house numbers
only

Mitchell Street 3710

Montgomery Avenue 19213 - 10420

Prospect Street 3906 - 4011

St. Paul Street 10500 & 10531 - 10549, 10600, 10606,

and 10608

Warner Street 3810, 3812, 3820 and 3824

Washington Street 3948 - 3904, 3820 - 3708
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Resolution No. In-2n64 _
Introduced: July 7, 1986 '
Adopted: July 7 1986 ~

COUNTY COUNCIL FOR MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND
SITTING AS THE DISTRICT COUNCIL FOR THAT PORTION
OF THE MARYLAND-WASHINGTON REGIONAL DISTRICT

WITHIN MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND

SUBJECT: Amendment to the
Preservation in Mont
District

By: District Council

and Adopted Master Plan for Historic
County, Maryland re: Kensington Historic

Background

1. On February 11, 1986, the Montgomery County Planning Board transmitted to
the Montgomery County Council a Final Draft Amendment to the Historic
Preservation Master Plan to designate an Historic District in Kensington.

2. On April 18, 1986, the Montgomery County Council held a public hearing
regarding the Final Draft Amendment to-the Master Plan for Historic
Preservation for a Kensington Historic District.

3. On June 24, 1986, the Planning, Housing and Economic Development Committee
reviewed the Final Draft Master Plan Amendment and the testimony given at
the public hearing.

4. It was the position of the Planning, Housing and Economic Development
Committee that part of Kensington should be designated a historic district.

5.. On July 7, 1986, the Montgomery County Council reviewed the Final Draft
Amendment to the Historic Preservation Master Plan, and the
recommendations of the Planning, Housing and Economic Development
Committee.

Action

For these reasons, the County Council for Montgomery County, Maryland,
sitting as the District Council for that portion of the Maryland-Washington
Regional District in Montgomery County, Maryland, approves the following
resolution:

The Final Draft Amendment to the Historic Preservation Master Plan,
dated August 1985, is approved designating a Kensington Historic District
(#31/6).

11



Resolution No. 10-2064

The Kensington Historic District is wholly located within the Town of
Kensington. The district includes residential sections along both sides
of Connecticut Avenue, the commercial area along Howard Avenue, and also
incorporates a northern annex of period structures along the east side of
St. Paul Street. The general outline of•the District is shown in Figure
A. However, the district also specifically excludes the properties within
the heavy outlines in Figure B, leaving only the right-of-ways in that
sub-area as part of the Kensington Historic District.

This is a correct copy of Council Action.

Kathleen A. Freedman, Secretary
County Council

Attachments: Figures A and B

B738/5
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THE ": MARYLAND-NATIONAL
t

MCPB No: 86-42
M-NCPPC No: 86-27

CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION
8787 Georgia Avenue - Silver Spring, Maryland 20910-3760

RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, The Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning
Commission, by virtue of Article 28 of the Annotated Code of
Maryland, is authorized and empowered, from time to time, to make
and adopt, amend, extend, and add to a General Plan for the
Physical Development of the Maryland-Washington Regional
District; and

WHEREAS, the Montgomery County Planning Board of The
Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission held a
public hearing on December 2, 1985, on a preliminary draft
amendment to the Master Plan for Historic Preservation, being
also a proposed amendment to the General Plan.for the Physical
Development of the Maryland-Washington Regional District and
Master Plan of Highways;.and

WHEREAS, the Montgomery County Planning Board, after said
public hearing and due deliberation and consideration, at a
meeting held December 2, 1985, approved and forwarded to the
Montgomery County Council the Final Draft Amendment: Bethesda
CBD Historic Sites, and recommended that said amendment be
approved by the County Council; and

WHEREAS, the Montgomery County Council, sitting as the
District Council for that portion of the Maryland-Washington
Regional District lying within Montgomery County, on July 7,
1986, approved the designation of the Kensington Historic
District, #31/6 as identified in the amendment, attached hereto
and made a part of, for inclusion in the Master plan for Historic
Preservation;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT'RESOLVED, that the Montgomery County
Planning Board and The Maryland-National Capital Park and
Planning Commission do hereby adopt said amendment to the Master
Plan for Historic Preservation, together with the General Plan
for the Physical'Development of the Maryland-Washington Regional
District and the Master Plan of Highways as approved by the
Montgomery County Council in Resolution 10-2064, and
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that as to Resolution NO. 10-2064,
this adoption be effective July 8, 1986 nunc pro tunc, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this amendment be reflected on
copies of the aforesaid plan and that such amendment shall be
certified by The Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning
Commission, and filed with the Clerk of the Circuit Court of each
of Montgomery and Prince George's Counties, as required by law.

.This is to certify that the foregoing is a true and correct
copy of a resolution adopted by the Montgomery County Planning
Board of The Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning
Commission on motion of Commissioner Krahnke, seconded by
Commissioner.Heimann, with Commissioners Keeney, Krahnke,
Heimann, and Christeller voting in favor of the motion at a
regular meeting held on Monday, August 11, 1986, in Silver
Spring, Maryland. Commissioner Granke was temporarily absent.

Thomas H. Countee, Jr.
Executive Director

This is to certify that the foregoing is a true and correct
copy of a resolution adopted by the Maryland-National Capital
Park and Planning Commission on motion of Commissioner Granke,
seconded by Commissioner Krahnke, with•Commissioners Rhoads,
Botts, Dabney, Jr., Yewell, Christeller, and Heimann voting
unanimously in favor, and Commissioners Keeney and Keller, Jr.,
being absent, at its regular meeting.held September 17, 1986,
in Silver Spring, Maryland.

l

l Thomas H. Countee, Jr.
Executive Director
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